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PREFATORY STATEMENT

This bulletin is the result of an honest attempt to comply with

the spirit, and as far as possible with the letter of Senate Joint

Resolution No. 62 of the Fifty-seventh General Assembly of the

State of Tennessee. The work of preparing it was intrusted to

J. A. Switzer, Professor of Hydraulic Engineering, University of

Tennessee, because his training as a hydraulic engineer, and the

study he had already made of water power conditions in the State,

especially fitted him, for it. As required by the resolution, the

report was ready for the Fifty-eighth General Assembly, but pro-

vision was not made for its publication in time to be used by
that body.

It must be understood that in the portions of the report dealing

with stream flow, the engineering data given are only of a pre-

liminary nature for all of the streams mentioned, with the excep-

tion of the Doe River; and the records even in the case of this

river, cover a period that is much too brief for complete knowledge

of its water power possibilities. The full scope of the bulletin will

be understood by reference to the Table of Contents.

The very great importance of the water powers of Tennessee

will sooner or later result in legislation relating thereto. Indeed,

the senate joint resolution referred to, plainly contemplated legis-

lation of this character at an early date. With that in view. Pro-

fessor Switzer has brought together the water power laws of several

states of the Union, and of Canada, Italy, France, and Switzer-

land, that those interested in water power legislation may, in fram-

ing it, conveniently take advantage of the experience of other states

and countries.

In the framing of laws relating to the State's water power re-

sources, as in all legislation which seeks to control a public utility,

two things must be kept in mind; namely, the rights of the public,

for which the utility exists, and the rights of capital, without which

it can not be developed and thereby rendered available. Unless

the public is given needed protection, its interests will suffer;

unless capital is promised not only fair protection but also the

probability of reasonable returns, it will not invest. No water
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power legislation will be just that on the one hand fails to give the

people the advantage of cheap light and power, or on the other,

inflicts capital with such stringent regulations as to prohibit, or

even unduly delay, the development of the enormous hydro-elec-

tric energy that is now only in part utilized. Between these ex-

tremes there is some middle policy, which if adopted, will bring

results of immense benefit to the State. These considerations

have had control in the preparation of those parts of the bulletin

which deal with the economic aspect of the subject.

The importance of the water power of Tennessee, developed and

potential, can not be too strongly impressed upon the public. In

the coming years its value will rank with those of agriculture and

mining. It will light our houses, churn our butter, launder our

clothes, run our shops, drive our autos, move our trains, pump our

water, smelt our ores, heat our homes, and probably do other

things now thought of only by the far-sighted electrician.

A. H. Purdue,

Slate Geologist.

Nashville, Tenn.

March 20, 1914.
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THE WATER POWERS OF
TENNESSEE

By J. A. SwiTZER

INTRODUCTION.
The 5 7 th General Assembly of Tennessee adopted the follow-

ing resolution, placing upon the State Geologist an obligation in

response to which this bulletin is written:*

Be it resolved, by the Senate of the 57th General Assem-
bly, the House concurring, that the State Geologist be di-

rected to make a full and careful investigation of the

water power resources of the State, and report to the

next General Assembly what suitable sites are remaining

unappropriated by individuals and corporations; what
sites have been so appropriated; what is the value of

the earning capacity of the latter class; what is the

value of those sites remaining, and what would be the

probable cost of utilizing them, and what would be their

probable earning capacity, which report he shall submit

to the next General Assembly, together with a plan

for utilizing and enjoying the same. Adopted July 5th,

1911. Signed by N. Baxter, Jr., Speaker of Senate, and

A. M. Leach, Speaker of House. Approved July 7th,

191 1, by Gov. B. W. Hooper.

In the passage of this resolution the General Assembly saw fit

to strike out the clause making an appropriation of $15,000.00

. or the purposes of the resolution. In the absence of any

appropriation whatsoever, the Survey decided to spend a

sum of about $500.00 wherewith to do its utmost toward com-

plying with the requirement laid upon it. A similar act passed

some years ago by the State of New York, carried an appropria-

tion of $35,000.00. Commenting upon this, the eminent engi-

neer, John R. Freeman, whom the State employed to make the

investigation, said: "The appropriation was insuflScient and the

time too short. The entire appropriation and the entire time

•Senate Joint Resolutions No. 62. (Bacon.)
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allowed are smaller than I have sometimes found it necessary to

expend on the surveys and studies for a single project of water

power ' development."

It is of interest to note that a period of seven years has been

consumed, and a sum of money considerably in excess of $100,000

has been spent by the State of New York in its effort to secure

precisely the information called for by the above mentioned joint

resolution, which, as it finally passed, carried no appropriation

at all.

The water power resources of the State of New York are not

larger in the aggregate, nor are they of intrinsically greater econom-

ic importance, than are those of Tennessee.



ECOXOMIC ASPECT OF WATER POWER.

THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF WATER
POWER

One of the marked characteristics of the present decade in the

life of America is the newly awakened realization throughout the

country of the enormous value of our latent water powers. We
stand today at the beginning of the Age of Conservation. In

common with her sister states, Tennessee' faces the pressing ne-

cessity of determining and declaring what shall be her attitude

toward her water power resources. The citizenship at large does

not realize how important is the subject, nor how pressing is the

need for prompt action.

The importance of water power has become really great only

within the last twenty years. While it is true that the power of

falling water has been utilized since prehistoric days in a small

way, the development and utilization of any large water powers

is a wholly new thing. It necessarily awaited the inventions and

discoveries in electricity, whereby power generated at the site 'of

the water-fall might be transmitted to a distance, there to turn the

wheels of industry, to move the cars, to light the homes of men.

It is the hydro-electric industry which is new, and within twenty

years it has grown to colossal proportions. A generation ago

there existed perhaps no reason why the riparian owners of the

streams should not be the sole owners of the water powers af-

forded by such streams. Now, we find that very suddenly- water

power has acquired the characteristics of a public utility, and as

such the State must deal with it.

There are two commanding facts regarding the hydro-electric

industry which give to it an importance of grave national extent.

Of these. the first is the relation it bears to our coal supply, and the

second is the ease with which it yields itself to monopolistic con-

trol. These two are so closely interrelated that they can well

be considered together.

The rapidity with which the world is consuming its coal supply

is not realized except by those who have devoted special studyito

the subject. It is characteristic of the common thought to,assume

that what always has been always will be. Coal has always-been
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available and the supply is still plentiful. Why bother about that

time, remote in the future, when it will be gone?

That time is not remote in the future. Two hundred years is

but a brief period in the life of a nation, and two hundred years

hence the depletion of our easily accessible coal deposits will be

all but complete. It is a matter of vital concern to us as a nation

that we conserve our coal supply by every possible means—that

we put off the day when coal may no longer be used as a source

of power.

Could all the available water po.wer within the borders of the

United States be harnessed tomorrow, the ultimate exhaustion

of coal would be postponed though not prevented. According to

Mr. Herbert Knox Smith, until recently United States Commis-

sioner of Corporations, the total stationary power now used in

the United States—steam, water, and gas,—is probably over

30,000,000 horse power. The total commercial motive power

—

railroads and steam boats—probably exceeds 1,000,000 horse

power;, while if we take account of the quantity of coal used for

heating and domestic purposes, and express it in terms of the equiv-

alent horse power which such quantity of coal would produce,

we may say that the present day total demand for power in this

country alone approximates 33,000,000 horse power. Our total

developed water power is about 6,000,000 horse power, and that

now capable of development on a present economical basis proba-

bly does not exceed 25,000,000 horse power. The United States

Geological Survey has estimated the "minimum potential" water

power of the country at 32,083,000 horse power, and the "as-

sumed maximum" at 61,678,000 horsepower, both figures, exclud-

ing storage possibilities.

The ultimate possibilities for water power development—that is

the total amount that is conceivably susceptible of development

by the aid of complete storage of flood waters, is at present impos-

sible of computation; and different authorities who have attempted

such computations arrive at results very wide apart. Whether the

ultimate possible water power development be double or quadruple

the above amount, is not material to the present discussion. For
enough has been said to make it evident that the world needs to

have its water power resources put to work, and that, too, as

promptly as considerations of the larger welfare will permit.

Enormous as the present demand of society for power has been
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shown to be, the rate at which that demand grows year by year is

so very great that within forty years—it may be within twenty
years—the inevitable upward movement in the price of power and
the price of coal wiil begin. And when it does begin, it will pro-

ceed at an accelerated rate, in spite of all that the states and the

United States may do.

While the average citizen proceeds with his accustomed round

of duties and thoughts, wholly oblivious of all such considerations,

there are men who are keenly alive to the situation. They realize

that ownership of water power, today quite desirable, will tomorrow
be most enviable. When a coal mine has given up its coal it has

become worthless. Water power is perpetual. The profit from

a ton of coal may be taken by its owner but once. The profit

from a falling stream may be taken this year, and then again next

year, and the next and the next. And while a coal mine becomes

intrinsically less valuable every year, a water power intrinsically

becomes more valuable as the depletion of the coal supply pro-

gresses.

Considerations such as these constitute potent reasons for a

desire to own and control the large water powers of the country.

Another reason for such a desire resides in the peculiar nature of

water power, whereby it lends itself naturally to monopolistic con-

trol. Power may now be transmitted electrically over long dis-

tances with good economy. The street cars of Nashville are now
operated with power generated at Parksville, 160 miles distant.

The Southern Power Company has transmission lines in the Caro-

linas aggregating over 1380 miles in length. A company which

owns a network of transmission lines and a number of water power

developments within the territory which it covers, can so use its

power as to effect economies not otherwise obtainable, and there-

by secure much larger returns upon its investment than would

be possible if the various power stations were not inter-connected.

Indeed, for the full development and utilization of large water-

powers with maximum economy, such inter-connection is essen-

tial. For both of these reasons centralization of ownership and

control of large water powers in the United States has already pro-

ceeded to such a length as to have created grave dangers to the

welfare of the nation, and the future menace of a monopoly of the

most burdensome character is now recognized as being imminent.

The attention of the people of Tennessee is called to the report
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of the late United States Commissioner of Corporations on " Water

power Developments in the United States," submitted to the

President on March 14th, 1912. The report is the outcome of a

thorough investigation of facts, and neither these facts, nor the

conclusions to which they inevitably point, can be evaded or

explained away.

In his report the Commissioner points out that the most de-

sirable water power sites in the country have now passed into the

hands of private owners or corporations. That the concentra-

tion of ownership and management involves not only the water-

powers, but a very large number of public utilities as well—street

car systems and gas and electric supply companies all over the

country. By interlocking directorates, orby majority holdings

of stock, the control or influence of a small group of men extends

throughout the country. Thus we read, for instance, "the in-

fluence of the General Electric Company in municipal public-

service corporations is not by any means confined to those com-

munities that have water power. It, or its subsidiaries, has ac-

quired control of, or an interest in, the public-service corporations

of numerous cities where there is no water power connection, and

it is affiliated with still others by virtue of common directors.

Perhaps the chief significance of the wide General Electric in-

fluence in municipal public-service corporations that have no

connection with water power lies in the fact that it emphasizes

the tendency of large interests not only to acquire the water powers

in various sections, but at the same time to acquire the control

of those public-service corporations that are naturally the best

customers for water power. Broadly speaking, hydro-electric

developments, electric railways and electric-lighting plants fall

within that group of enterprises commonly known as the electrical

industries, and quite naturally an interest in one branch involves

an interest in other branches. Some of the largest municipal

public-service corporations in the country are subject to General

Electric control or influence. The American Gas & Electric

Company is one of the most prominent examples. It is controlled

by the General Electric Company through the ownership of a
majority of its stock by the Electric Bond & Share Company.
The American Gas & Electric group of concerns includes 13 light-

ing corporations operating in seven states."

The General Electric Company, whose legitimate business is
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the manufacture and sale of electrical machinery, through its

subsidiary companies, controls public utilities in i8 states. It

owns or controls undeveloped water powers aggregating 641,600

horse power, and water powers developed or in process of construc-

tion having a total capacity of 939,115 horse power—a total of

over a million and a half horse power. This company with nine

others "control or have under their influence more than 60 per

cent of all the commercial water power developed and under

construction in the United States." "The five largest groups

of holders of developed water power in the United States control

more than 50 per cent of all the commercial power developed and

under construction in the country, besides having more than i,-

200,000 horse power undeveloped." "Seventeen corporations

and groups of corporations control about 70 per cent of all the

commercial water power in the United States."*

Although written so recently, the report has little to say con-

cerning the condition in Tennessee. Yet it will be shown in de-

tail later in this bulletin that since January ist, 191 2, events in

Tennessee have moved rapidly, and in anticipation of the full

details, it may be said that here too the best water power sites

are now passing into the hands of private companies or corpora-

tions.

•Water Power Development in the United States. Herbert Knox Smith, U.
S. Commissioner of Corporations.
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THE RELATIONS OF THE STATE TO ITS

WATER POWER RESOURCES

The Survey believes that there is urgent need of constructive

legislation which shall declare the water powers of the State to be

a public utility, and which shall assert the ownership of the State

therein.

In support of the constitut'onality of such action, we cite the

following excerpts from the Report of Hon. Knute Nelson, on
behalf of the U. S. Senate Committee on Commerce. (Senate

report 585, 60th Congress, ist session).

"The title to the water of a navigable stream within the

borders of a state is not in the Federal Government, but
in the State; and the title to the banks and bed of the

stream, after the Federal Government has parted with its

riparian lands, is either in the state or the riparian owner,

or both, according to the laws of the respective states.

These principles have been laid down and applied by the

Supreme Court of the United States in the following, among
other cases, and is the settled law of the land, to-wit:

Martin v. Wadell, 16 Pet., 367; Pollard v. Hagen, 3 How.,
212; Goodtitle v. Kibbe, 9 How., 471; Barney v. Keokuk,
94- U. S., 324; St. Louis v. Myers, 113 U. S., 566; Packer
v. Bird, 137 U. S., 661; Hadrin v. Jordan, 140 U. S.,

371; Kaukauna Water Power Company v. Green
Bay and Mississippi Canal Company, 142 U. S., 254;
Shively v. Bowlby, 152 U. S., i; Water Power Company
V. Water Commissioners, 168 U. S., 349; Kean v. Calumet
Canal Company 190 U. S., 452; United States v. The Chan-
dler Dunbar Water Power Company, U. S. Supreme Court,
April 20, 1908.

"The use of water in such a stream is a matter of state
regulation and state control. In many of the states the
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common law rule, as defined in the following language of

Chancellor Kent, prevails, to wit:

"Every proprietor of lands on the bank of a river has

naturally an equal right to the use of the water which

flows in the stream adjacent to his lands, as it was wont to

run {currere solebat) without diminution or alteration. No
proprietor has a right to use the water to the prejudice

of other proprietors above or below him, unless he has a

prior right to divert it, or a title to some exclusive enjoy-

ment. He has no property in the water itself, but a simple

usufruct while it passes along. Aqua currit et ut currere

jolebat is the language of the law. Though he may use the

water while it runs over his land as an incident to the land,

he cannot unreasonably detain it or give it another direc-

tion, and he must return it to its ordinary channel when it

leaves his estate.

"The rule of riparian ownership as to grants of land bor-

dering on a navigable stream is diverse in the various states.

Some states hold that the grant extends only to the high-

water mark; other states hold that it extends to low- water

mark, while another class of states—-and perhaps the mos t

numerous—hold that the grant extends to the middle of the

istream, subject to the public easement in the water of the

stream. But whatever the law may be in this respect as

to the effect of the grant, it only relates to the proprietor-

-ship in the banks and bed of the stream and not to the owner-

ship of the water in the stream.

"In those states which hold that the title of the riparian

owner only extends to the high or low water mark, the title

to the bed of the stream is deemed to be in the state, and

-whenever the title to the bed of the stream is in the ripar-

•iian owner or in the state, in either case the general title

;to the water of the stream is deemed to be in the state,

>but it holds it not absolutely, but in trust for all lawful

public uses. The state's interest in such a stream is akin

to that of a riparian owner, though more comprehensive

and general in its nature, and does not exist in hostility

,to or diminution of the rights of the riparian owner. Ross-

miller V. State, 114 Wis., 169; People's Ice Co. v. Daven-

port, 149 Mass., 322; Brown v. Cunningham, 82 Iowa, 512-
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Braston v. Rockport Ice Co., 77 Maine, 100; Martin et aL

V. Waddell, 16 Peters, 367.

"From the foregoing it will appear that there are three

different parties who are interested in the waters of a navi-

gable stream: (i) the United States, (2) the state in which

the stream is located, (3) the riparian owner. The interest

of the United States is derived from and rests upon that

paragraph of the constitution which gives Congress the

power to regulate interstate commerce, and this power

only extends to the extent of conserving the navigability

of the stream. Beyond that the Federal Government has

no interest or property in the stream.

"The interest of the state in the stream is derived from

its sovereignty, and it holds, its property in the stream in

trust for all public uses, but in subrogation to the rights of

the Federal Government as to navigation and of the ri-

parian owner. The right to the use of the waters of a

stream for any lawful purpose, outside of the rights of

navigation, belongs wholly to the state, and the riparian

owner, Martin et al. v. Waddell, 16 Peters, 367."
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ARGUMENTS FOR WATER POWER
LEGISLATION

Such legislation as we recommend would be in line with that of

the most progressive of the states. The water powers of Tennessee

are among her most precious assets, the perpetual ownership of

which, if it reside in the State, will do much to insure her future

welfare and prosperity. And if, on the other hand, the ownership

be allowed to pass by default into the hands of corporations, then

the menace to our free institutions which now looms so large in

our national life will be incalculably heightened.

It being now everywhere recognized that the conservation of

water power resources is best accomplished by the prompt develop-

ment of those water powers, there are those who argue that there-

fore the most enlightened policy for the State to pursue is one of

inaction. "Let us do nothing," they say, "that will hinder

foreign capital from coming into the State and developing our

water powers." Foreign capital, they tell us, is a timid creature,

and should the State change its policy of giving away water power

privileges absolutely for nothing, foreign capital will be frightened

away and will seek investment elsewhere.

The argument is not sound. Nor is it always disinterested.

The poIicJy of a reasonable State control of water power develop-

ment, accompanied by the imposition of a reasonable rental charge

for the use of water, does not deter water power development.

This fact is well illustrated by the situation at Niagara Falls.

Here water power is developed on both sides of the river. On
the American side the present development amounts approximate-

ly to 262,000 horse power, and on the 'iCanadian side to 238,000.

The ultimate development permissible at Niagara under the treaty

of 1910 with Great Britain will be, on the American side about

460,000 and on the Canadian side about 840,000 horse power.

The companies on the American side of the river pay no rentals

whatever^ the privilege of utilizing this great natural resource

having been. given away absolutely free. The power companies

on the Canadian side pay to the Province of 'Ontario an annual
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rental for the privilege of generating power from ths falls. The

charges made by the Ontario Government are $15,000 per annum

for a franchise involving as much as 10,000 horse power; $1 per

annum for each electrical horse power generated and used over

10,000 horse power and up to 20,000 horse power; $0.75 per horse

power for all power generated and used over 20,000 and up to

30,000 horse power; and $0.50 for each electrical horse power gen-

erated and used over 30,000 horse power. From these rentals the

receipts in 1910 were slightly less than $133,000. And when the

ultimate development is realized, the Province of Ontario will

enjoy an annual revenue from this single water power of about

$430,000. In spite of this charge the Canadian power companies

are reasonbly prosperous. Commenting on this situation, the

New York Water Supply Commission says: "We have only to

look across our northern border to the Dominion of Canada to see

how our mistakes in allowing private interests to acquire natural

resources have been avoided by the statesmanship of the Domin-

ion government." New York, it may be remarked, having recog-

nized its mistake, has tardily changed all this and has now ceased

to be a happy hunting ground of "the few intent upon amassing

fortunes and creating monopolies," at least in so far as the further

acquisition of valuable water powers is concerned, without making

some sort of adequate return to the people therefor.

Even if it were true that the adoption of a wise policy of con-

servation by the State would for the time being check the flow of

foreign capital into our territory, every dictate of broad states-

manship would nevertheless incite us to take such action. When
capital invests in a foreign territory what disposition does it make
of the profit upon such investment? Does the profit enrich the

foreign territory, or does it return to the home of the investor?

It is argued that if foreign capital comes in and develops our latent

water powers, it must find a market for such power locally, or create

one, and hence it creates employment which did not exist before

and so adds to our prosperity.

There are two reasons why this argument is specious. First,

the market for the power need not necessarily be found locally.

Power developed on the Clinch River in Tennessee might very well

find a market in Cincinnati, Ohio. Of what profit would it be to

the people of Tennessee if capital from Pennsylvania build power
houses within our borders costing $2b,000,000, pay to the treasury
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of Tennessee the trivial incorporation tax on a relatively small

capitalization, and transmit and sell the power outside of our

borders? Second, what comfort is it to a man who, being met on

the highway by a polite bandit, is assured that if he give up his

wallet without protest, he will be returned ten cents for carfare

home and fifty cents to buy his supper? The State is entitled to

more than the tax on the improvements; it is entitled to the fran-

chise value of the water power itself.

Suppose that a given water power can be developed at such an

outlay that, allowing duly for interest on investment, depreciation,,

attendance and upkeep, the power actually costs $10.00 per horse

power per year to generate. Who can point to the private cor-

poration which, owning the plant, would be content to add to thi.s.

cost a reasonable profit, and offer the power for sale at, we will

say, $12.00? Or even $13.00? No such reasonable prices would

be made. The market price of power, in the absence of State

regulation, is fixed by the cost of competing steam power, and the

power of our hypothetical hydro-electric plant would be sold at

the maximum price which " the traffic would bear." And the mar-

gin of profit would benefit Tennessee not one whit.

What course shall the State pursue with reference to its water

powers? In this matter the State of Tennessee is not the pioneer,

and she may well benefit by the experiences of many of the other

states. Notably the states of New York, Maine, Oregon, Minne-

sota, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and California have preceded

Tennessee in grappling with the problem of State control of water

and water power resources. Further on we shall give a resume of

the course which has been pursued by several of these States as

well as by certain foreign countries, and in the Appendix are re-

produced in full the laws of some of them.
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THE WATER POWER QUESTION IN

NEW YORK
Apparently the State of New York stands first in respect to the

thoroughness and sanity with which it has proceeded in dealing

with the question, and a review somewhat in detail of the ex-

perience of that state will prove of value in the present discussion.

Quoting from the reports of the New York Water Supply Com-

mission and the New York State Conservation Commission', we

find as follows:

"The policy of the State with regard to the conservation

and development of its water powers has been of gradual

growth, although each step has led in the same general

direction.

"Following an agitation of more than ten years, during

which the increasing importance of the water powers of the

State constantly obtained greater recognition, the Legis-

lature in 1902 created the Water Storage Commission,

consisting of five citizens appointed by the Governor to

act with the Attorney-General, the State Engineer and

Surveyor, the Superintendent of Public Works, and the

Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner, to investgate the

causes of floods and to make recommendations for their

prevention. This Commission found that the loss from

floods in the State during 1902 had exceeded $3,000,000.

Its studies of the various streams led it to call attention

forcibly to the extremely valuable possibilities of water

power development, and in the report which it made to the

Legislature in 1903 it said:

We believe that State supervision and control is the only safe method
of intelligently initiating, constructing and maintaining an adequate

system of river improvement in this State. Such State supervision and
control, by a commission of recognized competence and character, would

not only secure the scientific treatment of such stream as a whole, but

the safe and economical execution of the various component parts of a

comprehensive system of river improvement in the order of their relative

urgency and importance. Legislation providing for such a system of

river regulation is in our opinion a great and urgent public necessity."
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The Commission further recommended that the work of river

improvement should be entrusted to a permanent commission
and that its cost should be borne entirely by the property bene-

fited.

This recommendation was adopted by the Legislature, which
act committed the State to the policy of State control. In 1907
the Legislature took a further step by establishing the principle

that new grants of water power rights should be made only upon
thebasisof an annual payment to the State for the privilege gran-

ted, the amount of such payments to be readjusted at specified

terms.

Still another and more important step was taken by the Legis-

lature of 1907 by the passage of the law commonly known as the

"Fuller Act" (Chapter 569 of the Laws of 1907). This act

directed the State Water Supply Commission to collect information

relating to the water powers of the State, devise a general plan

for their progressive development and report a draft of a 'referen-

dum bill for a general law to carry its recommendations into effect.

In the preparation of the bill which the Commission was directed

to draft in order to carry out its recommendations, it was required

to include a financial plan providing for the issue of State bonds to

pay the cost of water power development, and for an annual tax

sufl&cient to pay the interest and sinking fund charges thereon.

The bill also provided that "the rate of charge for the use of the

water horse power under contract for sale shall be based upon the

aggregate cost of the development * * * and such rate of charge

shall be so adjusted that it will produce a net revenue sufiicient

to pay, in addition to all costs of superintendence, maintenance

and depreciation, the interest upon the bonds as the same shall

become due and the principal of said bonds at their maturity."

Thus at the beginning of 1908 the Legislature had outlined a

State policy with regard to water powers, the principal points of

which included State control, the payment of compensation for

new grants, the storage of water by the State at public expense and

the sale or lea'sie of the right to use the water so stored upon terms

which would reimburse the State for its outlay, and the progres-

sive development by this method of all streams capable of yield-

ing additional water power.

In piitsuancebf the policy oirtiiried iii the: Fuller Act, the State

has expended upWard 'of $ioo,c)boin a:sc'ertaining the e.tteh't'ahd
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value of its undeveloped water power resources and in making the

detailed surveys and estimates required by the act.

In recommending the subject to the Legislature of 1909, Gov-

ernor Hughes in h's annual message expressed the opinion that the

following principles should be accepted:

"(1) That the flow of water in our rivers should be regulated and our

water powers developed to the fullest extent that may be practicable.

This is essential to prevent unnecessary damage from floods and to ensure-

our industrial progress and the future prosperity of our people.

"(2) That with respect to itieams having their headwaters within

the boundaries of the foreat parks, all plans of regulation or power de-

velopment should be executed only by the State, and all reservoirs and

their appurtenances and the inrpounded waters should be the property of

the State and under exclusive State control, and not be permitted to pass

into private hands. .Any such plan should embrace all necessary safe-

guards to ensure the proper protection of the forests.

"(3) That with respect to any other streams flowing through any other

public park or reservation of the State, such plans should likewise be-

executed by the State, and it should retain exclusive ownership and con-

trol in order adequately to safeguard the State's interests.

"(4) That further, as it is of great public importance that the water-

powers ot the State should be developed in a comprehensive manner, and"

that these natural sources of industrial energy should not become the

subject of an injurious private control, such developmiCnt should be under-

taken by the State whenever such action appears to be feasible and for

the general mterest.

"(5) That in any case of State development of water power, provision

should be made for the granting of such rights as may be proper to use

the power so developed upon equitable terms and conditions.

"(6) That the State should not undertake any plan of regulation or

water-power development save upon a basis which would make its invest-

ment a fair and reasonable one from the public standpoint by virtue of

practicable measures for ensuring such a return upon the State's outlaj^

as would be equitable in the particular circumstances.

"(7) That any amendment of the Conscitution at this time foi the

purpose of permitting any portion of the forest preserve to be used for

any such purpose should, bv its terms, or by appropriate reference, suit-

ably define the property within the preserve which is to be used and the

manner of its use. No amendment and no plan of development should

meet with any favor which, after the most rigid scrutiny, does not afford

absolute assurance that in no way will the public interest in the forests

be parted with or jeopardized."

In accordance with the requirement of the Fuller Act and the

recommendations of the Governor, the Commission with its last
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annual report submitted a draft of a bill for a general law. This

•draft was considered by the Legislature, hearings were given upon

it, its provisions were thoroughly discussed and changes were

made in certain particulars. In its final perfected form it pro-

vided a scheme of general conservation and development of water

powers by the State, which in brief outline was as follows:

"Any person may petition the State, through the State

Water Supply Commission, to construct a storage reservoir.

The petition must show that the reservoir will produce an

annual net revenue to the State by the lease of the water

stored or of the power generated thereby or by assessment

for benefits resulting therefrom. The petitioner must

guarantee to the State a gross revenue sufficient to pay

operating expenses and interest and sinking fund charges

upon the cost of the reservoir.

"If the Commission has not already prepared plans

covering the project, it must proceed to prepare them, and

if conflicting petitions are filed, it may co-ordinate them.

Within thirty days after the filing of a petition or the com-

pletion of plans it must accept or reject the petition and

give its reasons therefor.

"If the Commission approves a petition, it must lay it

before the Governor, with the plans and estimates relating

to it, and if the Governor approves it, he must within thirty

days direct the Commission to proceed to build the reser-

voir.

"The Commission without petition may present to the

Governor a reservoir project which will yield a net revenue

to the state.

"Real estate required for the e.xecution of' the work may
be appropriated upon notice when needed, and if compensa-

tion cannot be agreed upon with the owner by the Com-
mission, the Court of Claims is authorized to make an award

which the Comptroller is directed to pay.

"The work of construction must be done under contract

approved by the Governor.

"The Commission is authorized to make and enforce

rules for the maintenance and operationof storage reservoirs.

"The Comrnission may lease for terms of not more than

fifty years the right to use water from any State storage
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reservoir, or the power developed therefrom, for a sum which

shall not be less than the interest, sinking fund and operat-

ing charges, and the rental shall be a tax upon the property

benefited.

"In consideration of benefits to be conferred, the Com-

mission may enter into a contract for a reasonable consid-

eration with any person or corporation, municipal or other-

wise, and the sum so agreed upon shall be a tax upon the

property benefited.

"When no contract exists, the Commission is directed

upon the Completion of the reservoir, and at five year in-

tervals thereafter, to assess the value of the yearly benefit

upon the property and the municipalities benefited, and

the assessment shall be a tax upon the property or the mu-

nicipality. Hearings must be given by the Commission

upon assessments, and its decisions may be reviewed in the

manner provided by the Tax Law.

"All moneys received must be paid into the treasury to

the credit of a fund to be known as the State Water Stor-

age Fund, from which appropriations may be made for pay-

ing the cost of maintaining and operating reservoirs, for

additions to the sinking fund to retire water storage bonds,

for building other storage reservoirs and for deposit to the

general credit of the State.

"Bonds limited in amount to $20,000,000, in interest to

4 per cent., and in term to fifty years, shall be issued by
the State to provide funds for building storage reservoirs

as money may be required for payments under contracts.

Not more than $2,000,000 may be issued in the year after

the act takes effect, and thereafter the bonds shall be sold

in lots of not more than $1,000,000. For each $1,000,000

of bonds outstanding a State tax of twelve one-thousandths

of a mill is imposed for the payment of the interest and
s'nking fund charges until the sinking fund shall equal the

principal of the bonds, after which time the tax shall be

reduced to an amount equal to the interest alone.

"It is expressly declared that nothing in the act shall be
deemed to confirm any right or privilege claimed, or to

impair any right or power now belonging to the State.

The Commission, for the State, is empowered to revoke
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any use of real estate for private purposes under the au-

thority of or by sufferance of the State in cases where the

State can revoke.

"The bill, when approved by the Legislature and the

Governor, must be submitted to the people for their approv-

al in the general election of 1911, and will take effect only

when approved by a majoriy of the voters who vote upon

it."

In 1909 the Legislature still further increased the powers of the

Commission to cover cases of water power development where

the expense should be borne by local or private parties interested.

In its report for 1910, the Water Supply Commission summarizes

as fol ows the reasons why State control of water power develop-

ment is essential:

"Development by the State ensures the fullest possible

utilization of the power possibilities of each stream, whereas

development by uncontrolled private enterprise often in-

volves waste of resources. Private capital, seeking the

greatest possible immediate return on the investment,

naturally confines its attention to the most concentrated

portion of a given fall. The less precipitous portions of

the fall above and below, involving a large unit outlay in

development, are consequently apt to be neglected, and in

too many cases permanently wasted, because no other

enterprise is likely to undertake their development after-

ward, even if the right of the company already on the spot

would permit this to be done. On the other hand, the

State, with its greater power and scope, and with financial

resources enabling it to defer the return on its investment,

could undertake the construction of the more extensive «

works necessary to develop the full extent of the fall in the

supposed case. Without amplifying the point, it should be

clear that the State is the only authority with sufficient

power to insure the complete development of each and

every stream so that every foot-pound of energy represented

by its falling waters may be given up when necessary to

the service of man.

"The financial strength of the State enables it to under-

take the large outlay involved in reservoir construction
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at much lower rates of interest than any private corpora-

tion, individual or association could hope to command.

While credit is not money in the real sense, it is an impor-

tant factor in financial enterprises, and in proportion as the

credit of the State is better than the credit of private en-

terprises, the State is better equipped to develop its own

resources. It would be practically impossible for a person

or corporation to raise, without the use of bonds based on

its credit, a sum sufficient to build the great reservoirs

needed for stream control. An individual or corporation

would be obliged to issue a s per cent, or possibly a 6 per

cent, bond, and if a s per cent., to put it on the market at

SS or 90 per cent, of its par value. On the other hand the

State can float its 3 or ^}4 per cent, bonds at par. The 6

per cent, which a private enterprise would have to pay as

the fixed interest charge upon its original investment would

pay the 3'/ per cent, interest on the State investment and

in addition provide a sinking fund that would retire the bond

issue in less than twenty-five years. Such an advantage

in favor of State construction and ownership cannot be

overlooked.

"Some of this very saving probably would and certainly

should be used, in case the State does the work, to insure

that degree of care in the planning and construction of

dams, reservoirs and appurtenant works which is necessary

to render these structures worthy of the State from an

esthetic point of view. At any rate this object must be

attained. Only under State control can the people of the

State be absolutely safeguarded in their right to have the

natural beauty of their streams and lakes maintained at

the highest degree consistent with the necessary and proper

measures for regulation of flow and utilization of fall.

"Even if private enterprise were in as strong a financial

position as is the State, it has not the necessary authority

to undertake river regulation on a large scale. Aside from

the fact that under the laws of the State the power of emi-

nent domain cannot be granted for this purpose, the proper

construction of a great controlling reservoir is beyond the

scope of any one individual, company or even association.

,

Moreover, as all the developments on the stream receive the
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benefit of control, mutual action is a necessity. But mutual

action and the distribution of costs and benefits in such a

work has been shown by experience to be peculiarly diffi-

cult to arrange. Since individual development must of neces-

sity be selfish in its purpose and limited in its extent, con-

stant friction is likely to prevail not only between the dif-

ferent developments on a given stream but between their

collective interests and that of the public. Under such

conditions the incidental value of stream regulation for

other public purposes, such as the prevention of floods, the

dilution of sewage, the improvement of navigation and the

protection of municipal water supplies, would inevitably

fail to receive just and proper consideration.

"State control means the careful utilization of each

stream under a pre-established plan by which growing needs

may be progressively met without impairing the eventual

completeness of the development. With such a predeter-

mined plan the State will be able to take into consideration

many other factors in its public economy. With the pos-

sible future storage needs of a water shed in mind, the State

can easily prevent the location of railroads, buildings and

other structures at points where in the future they would

have to be removed at great expense and trouble to make

way for storage reservoirs.

"In addition to the reasons for State control above enum-

erated, there is the need of supervision over the construc-

tion of dams to ensure their safety. No one will doubt that

under State construction every precaution to secure the

stability and safety of these structures.will be taken. There

are too many cases where private enterprise, with its eye

on the immediate outlay, is tempted to save expense by the

use of methods and materials which a proper consideration

for public safety would not countenance. Frequent re-

ports of disaster from the giving way of particular dams

have aroused such wide-spread apprehension regarding all

dams as will with difficulty be allayed even by insistence

upon State' control. Yet the construction of thoroughly

safe dams, of which there are many notable examples, is

only a matter of adequate expenditure and the proper su-

pervision of designs and construction. In the State, if
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anywhere, must be found the authority which will insist

on the use of methods and materials which shall provide

the required factor of safety.

"The prime inclusive reason for the exercise of State

authority over the control of stream flow for power develop-

ment is that under modern social and economic conditions

this step is necessary to ensure the equal participation of

all citizens in this form of natural wealth, which is peculiarly

the heritage of the whole people. Some of the more par-

ticular supplemental reasons for State control have been

mentioned in the foregoing. It appears that from all

points of view the State is the proper authority to Undertake

and carry out the conservation of its own water resources.

The advantages to be gained by the State in dealing with

this natural resource have been forced upon the public

mind none too soon. Even though the profits over and

above interest, sinking fund and maintenance charges may
not appear generous in the near future, our own experience

and the experience and observation of our neighbors show
that in the not distant future ample returns will result from

all reasonable outlay. The next generation will either com-
mend our efforts for prompt action or condemn us for inex-

cusable delay. Our ancestors found unlimited resources,

immense forests which held the deep snows and heavy rain-

falls in the strong grasp of their shadows, roots and tangled

undergrowth, and permitted them to escape in slow and easy
stages all through the dry summer months. The neces-

sity for storage and stream regulation was unknown to

them. They did not dream of the possibility of convert-
ing their water power into electricity and transmitting it

long distances, nor did early industrial and social conditions
supply a general market for power at large centers of pop-
ulation. To clear the land was their first effort; to remove
the timber and make room for their homes was the ambition

: „
of the hardy pioneers. It seemed to them that the streams
issuing from the deep, dark forest would run on through the
future as they had been running in the past. We of modern
times are met with new conditions and must solve new
problems. The forests, to a large extent, have been felled
or the fires have destroyed them. The flow of our streams
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is now more than ever irregular and unreliable, and unless

regulated by storage, their value for power purposes is in

a large measure lost, while at the same time there is a grow-

ing demand for power. The times demand early action,

and the State is the au thority to which the people must

look for relief.

"It does not seem to this Commission that it should be

necessary further to urge upon the State the importance of

conserving its natural resources. It should be sufficient

simply to point the way, so that the Legislature with the

prevision of statesmen may adopt the necessary measures.

We have no hesitation in saying that the regulation of

stream flow and the general conservation of the State's

water resources is a State function, and that this State

should continue to lead all others in so important a matter

by enacting the required legislation, and, if necessary, by
amending the fundamental law."

In July, ic)ii, what is known as the Conservation law was

passed. This law created a department of conservation, and con-

centrated in the hands of three commissioners the duties which

had previously been discharged by a number of other boards and

commissioners. The salaries of the commissioners were fixed at

$10,000 per year. The commission was directed to appoint a

chief engineer and a council each at a salary of $7,000, and a num-

ber of deputy commissioners, etc. The duties and authority of

the commission are very broad, and include, among other things,

the power to initiate and conduct the construction and develop-

ment of water power projects, storage reservoirs, works for the

improvement of navigation, etc.; to continue investigations

of the water resources of the state "so as to complete a compre-

hensive system for the entire state, for the conservation, develop-

ment, regulation and use of the waters of the State with reference to

the accomplishment of the following public uses and purposes:

(i) The prevention of floods and the protection of the public

health and safety.

(2) The supply of pure and wholesome water to municipalities

and the inhabitants thereof, and the disposal of sewage.

(3) Drainage and irrigation.

(4) The protection of the public right of navigation."
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With respect to hydraulic development, the law reads as fol-

lows:

"General powers of commission as to hydraulic development; surplus

of canal waters.

"The commission shall have power to make plans, specifications and

estimates and to enter into contracts for improvements thereunder and

to acquire any necessary lands for the development of hydraulic power of

streams with or without stream regulation, subject to such limitations

and pursuant to such procedure as may be hereafter provided by law.

On certification by the superintendent of public works that at points to

be specified by him surplus waters of the canals and canahzed streams of

the State, including diversion rights held by the State, are available for

hydraulic uses, the commission may grant privileges to use the same to

municipal or private users. Such grants shall be subject to the needs of

navigation and to the jurisdiction of the superintendent of public works

over the, canals, and the gates through which such surplus waters are

drawn shall be located on the canal lands of the State and shall be con-

structed by the department of public works according to plans prepared

by the State engineer and surveyor and operated by the department of

public works. No such privilege shall be granted for any term exceed-

ing fifty years from the date of the grant, but any grant may be renewed

or a new grant made in the manner herein provided not more than five

years prior to the expiration of an outstanding grant, and to take effect

on the expiration of the outstanding grant and every such grant ^hall

require payment annually by the grantee to the commission of a rental

to be paid into the State treasury for general State purpose sand to be

not less than the value of the privileges as appraised by the commission,

which appraisal shall be made not more than two years nor less than three

months prior to the making of any grant, and the grant shal provided

for a readjustment of such rental at the end of every ten ylear period,

computed from the date of the grant, at the instance of th e commission

or of the grantee, by agreement or by arbitration. No such grant shall

ibe made imtil after notice given by the commission by publication in two

newspapers printed in the county in which the surplus water is located

and once a week for four successive weeks, stating the amDuit of the

appraisal and the time and place where bi'ds for the privilege will be ce-

<:eived, and no bid shall be accepted which is for a sum less than the value

of the privilege as appraised by the corrunission and except as aforesaid

tht privilege shall be granted to the highest bidder, but any bid may in

the discretion of the commission be rejected for cause, to be stated by it.

No transfer of any such privilege shall be made except with the approval

of the commission. The commission shall have power to revoke such

grants for non-use or when combinations to restrain such use have been

enterered into by the grantee, and to provide in such grants or otherwise

for securing the pajinent of the rentals aforesaid and the commission may
enforce such payment by suit or other proceedings in the name of the

people of this state.

"Codification of laws relating to hydraulic development. The com-
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mission shall prepare and report on or before January fifteenth, nineteen

hundred and twelve to the legislature a bill to revise and to consolidate

into the conservation law all laws affecting hydraulic development and

water storage for power purposes."

Pursuant to this last requirement, the Commission prepared a

bill which represents the result of years of study on the part of

men specially qualified therefor, and a frank utilization of the

best practice and results attained in foreign countries. It is

conceded by the commission that in its dealings with the problem

of water power development, the Dominion of Canada is at least

the peer of any of the nations; and their bill is modeled largely

upon the experience of Canada. The bill was introduced into the

legislature of 19 12. It met with the hearty approval of the Gov-

ernor, and was passed by the Senate, but failed of adoption by the

Assembly. It will be introduced in the next session. In Appendix

B details of the bill are given in outline.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TENNESSEE

The 57th General Assembly, in passing the resolution calling

upon the Tennessee State Geological Survey to "report to the next

General Assembly a plan for utilizing and enjoying the water

power resources of the State," gave expression to the well-nigh

universal demand for somemeasureof state regulation of the hydro-

electric industry. The Survey, through its hydraulic engineer,

appeared before the 58th General Assembly, and advocated the

passage of a law to this effect. A very suitable bill was introduced

into the lower house, but owing to the political conditions existing

then, it, like many others, did not receive final consideration.

Very recently the attention of the whole country has been forc-

ibly drawn to the question by the prominence accordsd to it in

the sessions of the National Conservatian Congress, held in Wash-
ington in November, 1913.

The recommendalisns of the Committee on Water Power
appointed by that body were adopted by a unanimous vote of

the Congress; and ;hey have done much to crystallize public sen-

timent in favor of re^ulatiDn, both State aid National, of the

industry. We quote the following from the committee's report

:

"A grant of the right to use a water power, while differ-

ing in some details, is essentially similar to a grant of any
other privilege or franchise from the Government, state or

national, and its terms, regulations and control should be
guided by essentially the same principles necessary to safe-

guard the rights of the public and of posterity as have been
found essential in the case of other classes of franchises

from the Government. Particularly is this true in view of

the fact that a water power being perpetual will surely tend
to increase in value as other sources of power, such as coal

and oil, become exhausted. At the same time, for the very
purpose of preserving our other power resources which are

capable of exhaustion, the development of water power un-
der proper safeguards of the public interest should be
earnestly encouraged and hastened. We recommend that
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the following principles should govern the granting 'of a

privilege to use a water power.

(a) For a definite period, sufficient to be financially

attractive to investors, the privilege should be irrevocable

except for cause, reviewable by the courts.

(b) Thereafter the privilege should continue subject to

revocation in the absolute discretion of the Government
exercised through its administrative board or officer upon

giving reasonable notice and upon payment of the value

of the physical property and improvements of the grantee

as below provided under (h).

(c) After the expiration of the period provided for ia

(a) above, at recurring intervals of not more than ten years,

the amount of compensation to be paid to the Government

for the privilege and all the terms and conditions of the

grant during the next succeeding period of not more than

ten years shall automatically come up for determination

by the granting officer of the Government.

(d) The privilege shall be unassignable except with

the approval of the Government, in order to safeguard the

interests of the Government against speculation in water

powers and against appropriation without prompt develop-

ment.

(e) The privilege shall be granted only on condition of

development of the whole capacity of the power site as rapid-

ly as the granting officer may from time to time require, giv-

ing due consideration to reasonable market demands and

conditions and also on condition of continuous operation,

subject to such.demands and conditions.

(f) The right to receive compensation for the value of

the privilege varying according to the proper conditions

of each case shall be reserved to the Government, state or

federal, from whom the privilege comes. We believe that

the reservation of such a right to compensation is a vital

essential towards the end of proper regulation. It is not

sufficient to trust that the public will always receive its

proper share by means of regulation of rates alone. Local

authorities may neglect or may be unable, under conflict

of jurisdiction, or for other reasons, to exact in the interest

of the public the full value of the public's right. Tii? valu:;
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of a water power may in the course of time increase far be-

yond the power of local regulation to adequately distribute

its benefits. At the same time, the method of exacting

compensation must be carefully safeguarded so that in

case full compensation by rate regulation is exacted by

local authorities, an additional burden shall not be imposed.

We believe that in normal cases the best method is for the

Government to share increasingly in the net profits of the

enterprise, provided,these profits exceed a certain reasonable

percentage, the right of the Government being recognized

otherwise merely by the imposition of a small annual fee

or its equivalent.

(g) The Government shall have the right to prescribe

uniform methods of accounting for the grantee, and to

inspect its books and records.

(h) Upon a revocation of a privilege by the Government,

the grantee shall be paid a compensation equivalent to

the fair valuation of its property, exclusive of franchise

and consequential damages; this compensation shall in-

clude such appurtenances as are necessary for the opera-

tion of the water power and the transmission of electricity

therefrom, but shall not include such properties as rail-

roads, lighting systems, factories, etc., which are of them-

selves separate industries.

In such transfer all contracts for the sale or delivery of

power made in good faith previous to such notice of trans-

fer should be assumed by the transferee, so that the said

grantee may operate and maintain the power business dur-

ing his occupancy of the property under such stable guar-

antees as may beget confidence therein by prospective

long term contractors, provided that the Government or

said transferee shall not assume any contracts made at a

price or under conditions which shall be determined by the

proper administrative ofEcer of the Government to be un-

reasonable or confiscatory."

These recommendations are by no means radical and the Survey
believes that they should be made the basis of a law to be enacted

by the next General Assembly. With such a law upon the Statute

books, the interests of the people would be amply safe-guarded;
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and then if public sentiment grows toward a belief in the more
advanced policy, now advocated by the Conservation Commis-
sion of New York, of the welding of all the water power develop-

ments within the state into one single extensive system of power

development and power distribution which shall embrace the

entire state, and benefit every community within its borders, such

a policy could be made effective by later successive enactments.

The advocacy of any policy too far in advance of a general pub-

lic recognition of the wisdom of or the necessity for such a policy

does little practical good. However some excellent purpose may
be served if we point out at this time the inherent potentialities

that lie unutilized, and as yet generally unrecognized in this field.

It may be asserted then that although the water powers of Ten-

nessee are located for the most part in the eastern division of the

State, there is no reason either of an economic or an engineering

nature why these powers might not be developed by the State,

and by means of a comprehensive system of power transmission

be made to benefit every community within our borders. Not

only might the State sell power at a slight advance above the

actual cost of production and transmission to all its municipalities

to be sold in turn by them to all citizens without discrimination

at a rate only sufficiently above cost to amortize the investment;

but it would also lie within the power of the State to use its

water power resources to benefit enormously the farming interests

not of the eastetn division alone, but of the entire State. There

is no reason why the water powers of the Great Smoky Mountains

should not operate centrifugal pumps to drain the swamps of

western Tennessee. The use of electricity on the farms of Ten-

nessee might be, and should be, almost universal. Were it so,

no argument is needed to prove that the agricultural interests of

the State would be advanced by leaps and bounds. Uses for power

on the farms, now beyond the dreams of the ordinary farmer, are

urgently pressing for realization; and it is no exaggeration to say

that it is within the reach of the State,by means of its water powers,

to double or treble the value of its agricultural resources.

Lest the writer be accused of indulging in impractical fancies,

attention may be called to the experiences along this line in

in some of our sister states.

Quoting from a paper on "Electricity on the Farm" recently

read by Mr. Putnam A. Bates, E. ,E., before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, we have the following:
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"Never in the history of this country has there been

such a great arousing of public opinion, such an arousing

of interest of the people generally, in the agriculture of

the country. We are commencing to appreciate that while

in the early years of the past century, two-thirds of our

people were engaged in the producing business, producing

food and clothing for the people, now but one-third are so

engaged. And it also seems to be pretty clearly demon-

strated that the average earning of the average farmer has

netted too small a return for his labor. In many parts of

the country, what he did earn was earned at too great a

personal sacrifice—labor for long hours and no recreation.

Plainly speaking, we have wakened up to the situation

that though the yearly crop figures seem to indicate an

abundance, we are actually approaching the condition where

demand will soon exceed supply, and in most instances,

the farming business is badly out of gear and needs reor-

ganizing. It has fallen to the lot of the electrical engineer

to take a hand in many matters of reorganization, and I

believe agriculture now requires his attention.

"Betterment of the farmers' condit'ons and improved

efficiency in all the operations involved in his work is the

cry of the day. Bankers and business men's associa-

tions, federal departments, agricultural colleges and im-

portant engineering organizations are giving this feature

of the country's welfare careful study, and yet there is

perhaps no one improvement that may be counted upon to

so radically benefit the farmer as the introduction of elec-

tricity on the farm.

"The electric farm, however, is not a new idea, for several

farms well worthy of this name have been in successful

operation for some ten or twelve years, and perhaps longer

than this. But there has been very little organized effort

in disseminating existing knowledge on the practical use

of electricity in agriculture, with the result that farms so

equipped are generally regarded with suspicion and pos-

sibly in the light of a hobby.

"I shall endeavor to show that such a point of view may
at once be dismissed and we may look for a general use of

electricity on the better class of farms in this country before
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many more years have elapsed. As a matter of fact, elec-

tricity is now being utilized for ligh ing and power purposes

on a much larger number of American farms than perhaps

many of us have heretofore realized.

"Let us consider for a moment the farms of our great

Southwest. In some sections of that wonderfully fertile

country, well protected by the high mountain ranges, prac-

tically every farm is an electric farm. That is to say, the

buildings are lighted by electricity and many of the labor-

ious operations are accomplished by the use of electric

power. These really were our first electric farms, the period

of their establishment corresponding with the develop-

ment of the water powers o^ the nearby mountains.

"On the majority of these farms, irrigation is practiced

and quite naturally electricity was first made use of for

pumping purposes. Then unde- the influence of progres-

sive local central station operators, it was almost univer-

.sally adopted for light.

"I can recall seeing e ectric lights and the electric flat

iron in use in the farm homes on the Pacific Coast, eleven

years ago. The people were content to enjoy the advan-

tages which these improvements nlade possible to them, but

did not seem to regard their conditions as unusual. Their

farms were in fact electric arms and their industries de-

pendent upon the produce of the land were, as they are now,

practically all operated by electricity. I refer to the can-

neries, fruit packing houses, etc.

u* * * jjj some instances practically the entire

supply of the central station current was at once engaged

for lighting, heating and power uses on the farms. This

was the case ten years ago in the instances I speak of, and

according to reports I have just receved, the situation has

not materially changed, except that both supply of and

demand for the current have increased.

"Such electric service plants may be regarded as' far-

mers' central stations and I shall commence my illustra-

tions with a description of the Mount Whitney Power and

Electric Company's service in the vicinity of Visalia, Cal.

This will serve as an illustration of a plant of this class.

"Some of the farms in this district are large farms of
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several hundred acres, but the majority are small truck and

fruit farms, ranging from lo to 40 acres, an average of about

20 acres to each person, the total number of acres irrigated

by electric power from the Mt. Whitney plant approximat-

ing 25,000, and representing about 6,000 horse power in

electric motors.

"In the Exeter district, where an 800-acre farm is lo-

cated there are 32 plunger pumps aggregating 96 h. p. and

16 centrifugal pumps aggregating 125^ h. p. And in the

Lindsay district, comprising about 25 square miles, there

are in operation 2 1 7 pumping plants with a total connected

horse power of 1794, of which 113 were plunger pumps

(iioo h. p.) and 104 centrifugal pumps (694 h. p.). The

total pumping load connected to the company's system is

374 plunger pumps, (2385 h.p.) and 256 centrifugal pumps,

(2471 h. p.) or a total of 630 pumping plants with 4856

h. p., being on the average, 7.7 h. p. for each pumping plant.

"The farms served by the Mt. Whitney system may
be termed electrically irrigated farms, as in all cases the

farmer operated his irrigation pumps by electricity. The

details of this class of business it will be seen are well es-

tablished. Electric companies in other sections have also

built up business of this kind and in doing so have followed

the same lines or a modification of them.

"Another hydro-.electric development and distribution

system where irrigation pumping forms an important por-

tion of the total load is that of the Pacific Power & Light

Company.

"The lines of this company traverse a fertile farming

district lying in the southeastern corner of the state of

Washington, just east of the Cascade Mountains. Several

power developments are connected together making a

complete distribution system, serving a total population

of 101,900, including 39 towns, having an average popula-

tion of 2,500. In addition to the towns, the popiilation

of the rural communities is 5,000.

"There are 300 miles of primary lines at 66,000 volts,

with 500 miles of 6600 volt secondary

.

"All of the plants making up this company's system are

illustrations of a generating station designed to meet the
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lighting and power demands of a growing farming commun-
ity.

" The San Joaquin Light and Power Corporation of

Fresno, California, supplies electric service to seven coun-

ties in one of the most fertile farming sections of the country.

The actual area being more than 200 miles long and 75 or

80 miles wide.

"Pump irrigation results in intensive farming. And this

is the direction in which our agriculture is moving. It

may also be added that the power required for pumping
has proven to be the opening wedge in introducing the use

of electricity in the majority of those farming districts

where dependence upon this form of energy has become

established. The most scientific farming can be done only

by pump irrigation where the work can be arranged and the

farm run just as systematically as some of the big manu-
facturing and commercial undertakings.

"Regarding irrigation in. humid districts, Mr. Milo B.

Williams, Irrigation Engineer of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, states that it is the distribution of rainfall

with respect to need of different crops which determines

the necessity for irrigation in a locality. Drought records

for several years past have led the National Department of

Agriculture to encourage supplemental irrigation in the

humid regions as a vital factor in crop insurance.

"The most humid portion of the agricultural east is

subject to the greatest irregularity of rainfalll. This refers

to the southern states bordering on the Gulf of Mexico and

the Atlantic Ocean. Here the normal annual precipitation

ranges from 45 to 55 inches and yet these states are subject

to droughts lasting from 20 to 60 days or more during the

growing season. Irrigation in various parts of Alabama,

Georgia and Florida, has resulted in producing very profit-

able crops on land which has heretofore failed to yield suf-

ficient returns to pay for cultivation. Irrigation will do

for the South what it has done for the West. It will

insure results to the small farmer. The coming of the

small farmer to the South will cause the passing away of

ruined plantations, as his going to the West has caused the

passing away of great deserts and wasteful wheat ranches.
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"The South today represents one of the largest areas of

dormant latent agricultural possibilities in this nation and

when drainage of the low lands is coupled with the general

practice of irrigation throughout our South and our East,

much in the same way that water distribution has been

conquered in our West, we will have added many millions

of acres to the productive area of this great country.

"These are great problems and promise an immense work

for years to come, but the beneficial results will outweigh

many times the cost and labor that will be necessary to

bring them about. At present, an abnormal condition

exists just as it did in the arid sections before irrigation was

practiced, and it is the writer's opinion that the reclamation

of the worn out farms and the barren lands of the Southern

States presents agricultural opportunities unsurpassed at

this time by any section.

"In the drainage of water-soaked lands, as in irrigation,

electric power may be used for short lift pumping. And
as an indication of the magnitude of the work ahead of

us in this field alone, it is sufficient to quote from the sta-

tistical records of the United States of 1910, issued by the

Department of Commerce and Labor, which place the total

swamp area and overflowed lands at a total of approxi-

mately 75,000,000 acres."

What an inspiring vista this opens to the imagination here in

Tennessee! In comparison with our dormant potentialities how
small a fraction have we yet brought to realization! If we have

the will to make it so, our latent water powers may become the

key to unlock a measure of wealth beyond the dream of the av-

erage man. Who can picture the beneficence of a million horse.

power? But the heritage of Tennessee is more than two million

horse power to come from her tumbling waters when she concludes

to utilize them.

We include in this bulletin a map of Tennessee, with a possible

trunk line transmission system indicated thereon. It must be
understood, of course, that no actual location could be made with-

out a considerable amount of field study, and the map is intended
only as a suggestion of a possibility not yet generally recognized.

The policy here suggested would be new to Tennessee. This
is granted. If the objection were raised that such a policy would
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be paternalistic and hence dangerous, the reply is that it does not

suggest action beyond the limit of the legitimate functions of the

state. The citizenship of the state differs from that of a munici-

pality only in point of size. If it be legitimate for a city to supply

its citizens with water, with light and with power, how may it

be argued that for a state to do so is essentially different? Is it

illegitimate for the state to save its citizens needless expense?

So to use its natural resources as to distribute their value among
all the citizenship?

A Tennessee Conservation Commission could be placed in po-

sition to do for the municipalities of Tennessee what the Canadian

Hydro-electric Power Commission has done, for e.xample, for the

city of Ottawa. Prior to 1906 that city was supplied with elec-

tricity by a private corporation. The rates then in force were:

15 cents net per kilowatt-hour for light;

$40.00 and up per horse power for power;
$65.00 per arc lamp for lighting the streets.

At that time the Commission began furnishing electricity to the

city and the rates were reduced to:

7 i-s cents net per kilowatt-hour for light;

$25.00 per horse power for power;
$45.00 per arc lamp for street lighting.

In 191 1 the rate for lighting was further reduced to 5.4 cents per

kilowatt-hour. In three years the number of users of electricity

increased from 1200 to 3,000; and the power consumption from

800 horse power to 2,300. The city pays the Commission only

$15.00 per horse power for the power, and the difference between

this price and the selling prices given above, returns to the city a

net profit of above $10,000.00 a year. The total saving either to

the city or to its citizens is in excess of $150,000 00 a year. 98

per cent of the population of Ottawa are now using electric light.

As will be shown later, the latent water power resources of

Tennessee are in excess of one million horse power. By the inau-

guration of a broad policy of water storage which, with the cooper-

ative assistance of the neighboring states of Kentucky, Virginia,

North Carolina and Georgia, could be put into effect so as to cover

the entire drainage basin of the Tennessee and the Cumberland

Rivers, the fair division of the benefits to accrue would allot to

Tennessee a much larger total horse power; probably between

2,000,000 and 3,000,000. But taking the figure, 1,000,000, it
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may be safely stated that the yearly rental value of this power

would be not less than $10,000,000. Alloting $3,000,000 as an

ample allowance for interest on cost of construction, maintenance,

and operation, a net balance of $7,000,000 as an annual income to

the State is the pleasing possibility presented.

"The State and its citizens would be in this way directly

benefited. The indirect benefits to the State will be much

greater. Counting the families of those to whom employ-

ment will be afforded and the storekeepers, farmers, me-

chanics, and business and professional men indirectly sup-

ported, it may be safely said that at least one person is

supported by every horse power developed. The same point

is illustrated in another way by the towns that spring up

and flourish at every water power site. Thus the 1,000,000

of horsepower added to our water powers will mean a living

for 1,000,000 more people. It is, therefore, evident that

the property necessary to house these people, the mills,

factories and railways, etc., in which the power will be used,

all mean a wealth from which the .usual contribution in

taxes will indirectly furnish an enormous income to the

State. To be definite, these 1,000,000 people will pay in

State, city, town, county, school and special taxes at usual

rates, $16,000,000 yearly. Here is the question then:

Shall the State remain passive and ultimately allow this

priceless possession of water power to remain unused or

shall it in the march of civilization keep step with new de-

mands and new conditions? The passage of a law that

permits the use of a natural resource for new purposes is

well within the general definition of public use as established

in various decisions of the courts. Building a storage reser-

voir will stimulate industrial energy and promote the pro-

ductive power of a very large population in the portion of

the State affected, besides leading to the growth of towns
and the creation of new channels for the employment of

capital and labor in those other centers, as well as in places

to which electrical energy can be carried. So all over the

State industrial opportunities are waiting for a strong and
skillful hand to apply the electric spark that will set in

motion many hands and wheels. A general policy for the

systematic development of the State's water resources

would quickly become an important factor in the general

welfare of all our people and, therefore, has a real "public
purpose." Such a general policy is in harmony with the

true spirit of democratic government."
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THE AVAILABLE WATER POWER IN

TENNESSEE

Introduction.—The investigations of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey give a basis for estimating with a fair degree of precision the

available water power in the State. Yet to place a definite figure

on the horse power which may be developed even at a single water

power site is not easy. The flow of a stream fluctuates from season

to season over a very wide range, and even from hour to hour there

is frequently a measurable variation. The amount of power which

may be taken from a stream by building a dam of a given height

is therefore subject to very great variations. If the dam be built

at a point such that it will create a pool of moderate dimensions,

then the waters of the night flow may be stored in part for use the

succeeding day, and by this device nearly double the amount of

power may be made economically available that would otherwise

be possible. Again, if the dam creates a pool of very large dimen-

sions, the flood waters of the wet season may be stored and carried

over to augment the low flow of the dry season. These and other

considerations of an engineering character require that special

study be devoted to each and every water power project before

even its magnitude may be certainly known. It is considered good

engineering practice at the present time to build a water power

plant of such capacity that for 60 per cent of the year the river

will furnish water enough to develop the full power of the plant,

and to depend upon auxiliary steam power to supply the deficit

when water is lacking.

Reservoir System.—The full development of the water power

resources of the State cannot be realized until a complete system

of storage reservoirs is designed and built so that all the flood wa-

ters of all the principal streams may be impounded, to be released

at such times and in such volumes as to result in a practically

uniform flow of water throughout the year. Colossal as such an

undertaking undoubtedly will be, it is an impossibility neither from

an engineering nor an economic standpoint. A work of this na-

ture cannot be undertaken by individual initiative; only the sov-
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ereign power of the State is sufficient to cope with such a task.

Were the State to begin this work tomorrow, decades would pass

before the complete scheme of conservation could be realized.

Whether it be generally recognized or not, whether a beginning

be made in the present decade or not for years to come, it is the

destiny of the State to accomplish this task.

It is not believed that the full realization of this scheme, even

if it could be carried out at once, would immediately be economical-

ly justified. But a beginning could not be made too soon. The

economic value of the water power, of the lessening of flood damage,

of the improvement of navigation, would justify the expenditure

of many millions of dollars at as early a date as the necessary pre-

liminary studies could permit of a beginning being made.

Cooperation of Other States Needed.—The river system of Ten-

nessee is not bounded by the political boundaries of the State.

No complete system of water conservation could be worked out

-wholly within the State. For this reason the State should seek

to effect some form of cooperative arrangement with the States

of North Carolina, Georgia, Virginia and Kentucky, whereby an

equitable division could be made both of the expense of such an

undertaking and of the benefits to be derived therefrom.

For example, could the States of Tennessee and Virginia secure

.complete control of the beds and the watersheds of the Clinch and

Powell Rivers by concerted and cooperative action, a complete

system of water conservation covering these particular streams

would immediately be a feasible undertaking; and the benefits

which the two States would derive, now and for all future time,

would be enormously greater than could possibly flow from the

development of power on the streams by any private corporation.

Reservoirs Tentatively Located.—The U. S. Geological Survey has

very courteously given us access to the original data which has

been accumulated in its study of the relation of the Appalachian

Mountains to the development of water power and to the develop-

ment of inland navigation, some of which have not yet been pub-

lished. In the course of this study, a number of storage reser-

voirs have been tentatively located, some of them more with a

view to improving navigation than to developing water power.

A more intensive study of the problem than the U. S. Geological

Survey has had either the time or the means to make, whether
pursued by that body or by the Tennessee Geological Survey or

by a conservation commission, would undoubtedly result in mak-
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ing a number of changes both in the location and the extent of

these reservoirs. This fact does not detract from the value of

'the work already done, nor does its statement imply any criticism

of the work.

Reservoir Sites in the Tennessee River Basin.—No study of this

nature has yet been made of the Cumberland River basin; but

table I contains the data for twenty selected reservoi* sites in the

Tennessee River basin. The exact location and the extent of

these proposed reservoirs is shown in green color upon the water

power map of Tennessee which has been prepared for this bulletin.

Table i. Selected reservoir sites in the Tennesse: River Basin.

Stream and Location

Cliiii'li River
ir^cott County, Va

Nnlichucky River,

Greeneville, Teiin

Clinch River
Sneedville, Tenn

Powell River
Jonesville Va

Holston River
North East of KnoxvIIle, Tenn,

French Broad River

East of Knoxville, Tenn
Little River

South of Knoxville, Tenn
Little Tennessee River
Loudon County, Tenn

Little Tennessee River
Swain County, Tenn

Clinch River
Roane County, Tenn

'

Cheoah River
Graham County, N. C

Hiawassee River
Cherokee County, N. C

Nottely River
Union County, Ga

Tnccoa River
Fannin County, Ga.,.

Hiawassee River
Hiawassee, Ga..

Little Tennessee River,

Rabun County, Ga
Hiawassee River
. Near mouth, Tennessee

West Clucamauga Creek
Walker County, Ga

South Chickamauga Creek
Catoosa County, Ga

Sequatchie River
Sequatchie County, Tenn

1
e

i:
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Below Riverton the slope of the Tennessee River is too gradual

to admit of any water power developments. Above Riverton the

river has a total drainage area of 30,800 square miles, and a min-

imum discharge of 12,000 cubic feet per second. The storage

represented by the twenty reservoir sites in the table above would

be sufficient to conserve the flood discharge from 12,800 square

miles, or about forty per cent, of the total in the drainage basin.

The storage facilities in the basin are enormous, the above table

representing but a part of the possible storage.

Neither in the above table nor in those to follow is regard given

to political boundaries. In reproducing the data we have added

to each table a column naming the State or States in which the

power development listed in located. We shall follow these

tables then with one summarizing the power developments pos-

sible without storage and with storage wholly within the State

of Tennessee.

The following tables on the water power of rivers in East Ten-

nessee, are taken from Circular 144, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Forest Service, by Leighton, Hall and Bolster:

Tennessee River

Considering the main stream from Riverton to the mouth of

Holston River, there are two sections along which a great horse

power is indicated. The first section from Riverton to the head
of Elk Shoals is 60 miles long and has a total fall of 165 feet. The
minimum indicated horse power thereby produced is 162,000,

and the minimum for the 6 highest months would be 275,000.

The increase from storage, considering full reservoirs, would be
as follows:

Distributed over 1 year _ ._. ..Horse Power 396,000

Distributed over 6 months _. _. 792,000

Distributed over 3 months ,. _ 1,584,000

The next section extends from The Pan to Chattanooga, a dis-

tance of 20 miles, with a total fall of 28 feet. The minimum dis-

charge along this section is 10,000 cub'c feet per second, giving a

minimum indicated horsepower of 22,900, or a minimum for the

6 highest months of 38,900. This would be increased by storage,

considering full reservoirs, as follows:

Distributed over 1 year., Horse Power 67.000

Distributed over 6 months __ 134,000

Distributed over 3 months _ 268 000
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A short distance above Knoxville, Tenn., the Holston and French

Broad rivers join to form the Tennessee.

HIWASSEE RIVER.

From the mouth of the Hiwassee to Ocoee River, a distance of

35 miles, the fall is only 33 feet; therefore, this stretch is not avail-

able for the practical development of power. The indicated horse-

power for the remainder of the stream is set forth in Table 2.

Table 2.

—

Indicated horse power developed by Hlwa^ses River.
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Table t,.—Indicated horse power developed by Ocoee-Taccoa River.
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Clinch River, which has a drainage area of 4,390 square miles.

The indicated horse-power along this stream is set forth in Table 4.

Table 4.
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Table s-—Indicated horse power developed by Powell River and

Tributaries.

1
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Table 6.

—

Indicated horse power developed by Little Tennessee

River.
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Snow Bird and Tallula creeks, which furnish fairly good sites for

limited installation.

Tuckaseegee River.—The most important tributary of Little

Tennessee River is the Tuckaseegee, in North Carolina, which has

a drainage area of 752 square miles. The indicated horse power

along certain sections of this river is shown in Table 7.

Table 7.-
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tributaries of the Little Tennessee providing good power sites for

limited installation, but they will not be discussed in this paper.

FRENCH BROAD RIVER.

The main stem of the Tennessee is formed a short distance above
Knoxville by the junction of the French Broad and Holston Rivers.

The former has a total drainage area of 4,810 square miles. The
indicated horsepower along chosen sections of the French Broad
River is set forth in Table 8.

Table 8.

—

Indicated horse power developed by French Broad River.
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feet in 21 miles. Considering 380 feet as the available working

head, and 99 cubic feet per second as the minimum discharge, there

is a minimum indicated horse power of 3,420.

Nolichucky River in Tennessee is an important tributary of

French Broad River, having a drainage area of 1,760 square miles..

The indicated horse power along this river and tributaries is given

in Table 9.

Table 9.

—

Indicated horse power developed by Xolichucky River

and tributaries.
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Table io.—Indicated horse power developed by Pigeon River and

tributaries.
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Table ii.—Iitdicated horse power developed on other importan.

tributaries of French Broad River. ^
Section of river.

SpriiiE Creek, from
mouth to head -

.

Laurel Creek, from
mouth to head .

.

Ivy River, from mo
to Bull Creek....

Ivy River, from Bull

Cr. to West Fork
Turkey Creek, from
mouth to head .

.

Swannanoa River,

from mouth t o
North Fork

Hominy Creek,
from mouth t o
head

Mills River, from
mouth to N o r th

Fork, South
Fork...,

North Fork, Mills

River, from
mouth to head .

.

South Fork, Mills

River, from
mouth to head ..

Little River, from
mouth to head

Davidsons River
from mouth t o

head.
West Fork, from
mouth to head

Total

N. C.

N.C.

N. C.

N.C.

N.C.

N.C.

N.C,

N.C

N.C,

N.C

N.C,

N.C,

N.C,

Mi,
16

Sq.mi,

72

134

Ol60

olio

79

o90

19l 100

5 o71

24

Sec.ft.

43

112

77

55

70

is
Soq M
2--

Sec.ft.

6!

128

17

123

100

112

141

46

96

115

94

67

Feet
•730

90

180

•350

207

•210

•570

•400

•550

•350

2,8.50

5,530

918

1,260

1,750

1,190

1,.340

720

712

3,110

2,620

2,950

1,340

"3
feg
f s
S I"

=1

.9 a

Horse-power available

from storage during a
period of

—

26,290

4,560

8,850

1,470

2,020

2,800

1,900

2,140'

1,150

1,140

4,980

4,190

4,720

2,140 .

J

42,060 .

•Mean head. oMean drainage area.

Tributaries of South Fork.—Watauga River has a drainage area

of 841 square miles. The indicated horse power along this river

is set forth in Table 13.

Middle Fork is a tributary of the South Fork, having a drainage

area of 231 square miles. Along the lower 19 miles of its course

the fall is 150 feet and the minimum discharge 95 cubic feet per

second, producing a minimum indicated horse-power of 1,170,

and a minimum for the 6 highest months of 1,760.

White Top Creek, a tributary of South Fork, has a drainage

area of 178 square miles. The fall in the lower 5 miles is 300

feet and the minimum discharge 72 cubic feet per second. There

is produced a minimum indicated horse power of 1,760, and for

the 6 highest months 2,650.
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Tabie 12.

—

Indicated horse power developed by South Fork of

Solston River.
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Table i/^.—Indicated horse power developed by other and lesser

tributaries of the Tennessee River.
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Table i6.—Indicated horse power developed by minor streams of

the State, not included in previous tables.
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neighborhood of Hfs^XiQSo cubic feet per second, or 2680 cubic

feet per second, and hence that Tennessee's proportion of the 147,-

000 horse power is 60,000 horse power.

It must be evident that this method of calculation admits of no

very high degree of accuracy. Moreover the assumption that the

minimum horse power which may be developed without storage

during the six high-water months is the economic horse power of

the stream is probably ultra-conservative. Thus, for example,

the United States Geological Survey ascribes to the section of the

Tennessee River from the "Pan" to Chattanooga a minimum horse

power during the six high-water months of 38,900; yet the water

power development at Hales Bar now completed will render 58,800

horse power available for all but two or three weeks of the year.

Minimum horse power for 6j per cent 0} the time.—The amount

of power that can be developed for two-thirds of the days of the

year on all of the rivers here considered, with one exception, is

greater than the minimum for the six high-water months. In

the case of some of the rivers it is 33 per cent greater. On the

average for the streams of Tennessee it is 23 per cent, greater.

Good engineering practice indicates that it is commercially feas-

ible to develop a water power up to the point where for 60 per cent,

of the time the river will yield water enough to run all of the in-

stalled wheels at their full capacity. If therefore we take as our

final basis for summarizing the available water power resources

of the State the quantities which can be developed for 67 per cent,

of the time, we cannot be open to a charge of overstating the case.

The data of the United States Geological Survey do not afford

this information directly for all the streams. The information

which they do afford is given in Table 17. In table 18 we have
brought together a summary from all the preceding tables of the

minimum horse power available entirely withinTennessee {with-

out storage) during the six high-water months. Then adding

to the total of this quantity, 23 per cent., we arrive at our final

estimate, of the water power resources of Tennessee, namely,

1,050,0^0 horse power.
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Table 17.

—

Minimum horse power for 67 per cent, oi the time.—
Tennessee River drainage.

Length
Miles

Minimum
horse pow.
six high
wat. mos.
90%

Minimum
horse pow.
two-thirds

of the time

90%

Hiwassee River above Ocoee River
Ocoee (and Toccoa) River
Tributaries of Ocoee (and Toccoa) River. __

Tributaries of Hiwassee River bel. Nottely_
Clinch River .

Powell River and tributaries

Tributaries of Clinch River above Powell.

.

Little Tennessee River
French Broad River... ._

Little Pigeon River and tributaries

Nolidhucliy River and tributaries

Pigeon River and tributaries

Holston Riv. and S. I'"orli of Holston Riv.__

Watauga River and tributaries

82
94

134
179

240

97,300

75,800
14,100

7,340

52,500

15,000

8,900
181,000
212,000'

14,900
108,000

59,900

86,000
50,400

103,000
75,800
14,100

7,340

70,000

20,000
11,800

204,000
265,000
18,500

135,000

74,800
115,000

67,200

Tolal- 983,140 1,181,540

Note:—^Minimum horse power for six high water months is lowest period in six

highest months, that is, the minimum for the seventh lowest month. Minimum
horse power for two-thirds of the time is the lowest amount for two-thirds of the
total number of days in the year. Both of these are for the average year 1900 to

1906 inclusive.
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Table i8.—Summary of the water power available for develop-

ment, without storage, wholly within Tennessee. Minimum horse

power during the six high-water months.

Stream
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POSSIBLE INCREASE IN POWER BY

STORAGE

In Table i is presented the data of twenty suggested reservoir

sites, located by the U. S. Geological Survey, and in tables 2 to

13 inclusive is shown the increase in power which these reservoirs

would yield. Their locations are shown on the water power map.

A little thought will make it evident that no real estimate can be

made, on the basis of these reservoir sites, of the ultimate figure

to which the water power resources of Tennessee will mount.

Many of the sites are outside of the State. Were the reservoirs

built, they would nevertheless increase the power which might

be developed at all power sites lower down upon the respective

streams, and hence would affect the Tennessee power resources.

Even should the State fortunately adopt the most advanced and

enlightened policy for dealing henceforth with its water powers,

it would not be within its province to build these outside reservoirs.

But many favorable reservoir sites within the State, not here

indicated, are to be had.

The writer will not venture to place a figure on the ultimate

water power resources of Tennessee. Probably, could this be

done, the figure would lie between two million and three million

horse power. Whether two million or three million, the quantity

is sufficiently large to warrant the statement that among her posses-

sions Tennessee has few more valuable than her water power.

It is in order to inquire how great would be the cost of develop-

ing two million horse power, and what would be the annual value

of it, assuming it to be developed.
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CAPITAL COST OF WATER POWER
DEVELOPMENT AND VALUE OF

WATER POWER
It is not possible for the Survey to state what will be the cost

of developing any one of the water powers of the State; It has

had no opportunity to make the requisite investigation and study

to enable it. to do so. Nevertheless, a valuable service might be

rendered by bringing together, from various sources of informa-

tion, data as to the cost of developing water powers elsewhere.

The cost of water power development varies over a wide range.

In general it is less per horse power for large than for small plants;

less for high-head than for low-head developments. Yet the varia-

tion in conditions is so great that deductions of only the most

general character can be drawn. To illustrate : The 15,500 horse

power plant of the Chicago Sanitary District was built at a cost

of about $225.00 per horse power. On the other hand, the writer

has recently built a strictly first-class plant of only no horse

power capacity at a cost of $50.00 per horse power, this cost in-

cluding 1,100 feet of timber flume, power-house, twin turbines,

governor, generator and switch board.

Some excellent cost data are supplied by the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission of the Province of Ontario, Canada. In the

first report of the Commission were given estimates of three pos-

sible power developments at Niagara Falls; the first to be of 50,000
horse power, capacity, the second 75,000, and the third 100,000.

The capital cost of these plants would be respectively $114.00,

$94.00 and $86.00 per horse power. The second annual report gives

the costs of 25 Canadian plants, ranging in size from 500 horse pow-
er to 16,350 horse power; and the unit costs of these range from
$203.00 to $50.00 per horse power. The total power to be devel-

oped by the 25 plants is 116,330, at a total cost of $10,236,000.00
or at an average cost of $88.00 per horse power.

Professor Daniel W. Mead in his work on "Water Power En-
gineering" gives two tables showing capital costs of water power
developments, the one in Europe and the other in America. The
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first comprises 17 plants in which a total of 180,000 horse power

is developed at a total cost of $27,606,000, or an average unit cost

of $153.00. The second comprises 11 American plants develop-

ing a total of 129,550 horse power at a total cost of $13,213,000.00;

or a unit cost of $102.00 per horse power. This table includes

the plant at Spiers Falls, N. Y.-, where 50,000 horse power is de-

veloped at a unit capital cost of but $42.00 per horse power.

The writer knows of a large Southern water powec plant which

was built for a unit cost of $97.00 per horse power.

Taking all of these figures into consideration, it seems certain

that $100.00 per horse power is a liberal estimate of the average

capital cost for which the water powers of Tennessee could be

developed.
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ANNUAL COST OF POWER
A matter of more general interest than capital cost is the consid-

eration of the annual cost of power; by this is meant the total of

interest on investment, taxes, insurance, depreciation and actual

administration, maintenance and operating expenses. Upon the

basis of the annual cost of producing water power, and upon this

alone, can an appraisal of the value of the water power resources

of the State rest.

From the reports of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario, data covering 29 plants have been brought together. The

combined capacity of the plants is 338,929 horse power measured

either at the power house transformer terminals or at the terminals

of the transmission lines, and the combined annual cost of the

power as given is $3,142,388.00. The average cost per horse

power per year is therefore $9.27. This figure includes the cost

of long distance transmission in 5 of the 29 cases, and water rental

amounting to $195,000.00 a year in three others. Deducting this

last reduces the average cost to $8.70, and if the power transmitted

in the five cases were measured at the power house switch

board instead of being measured at the transformer terminals, the

cost would be somewhat less than $8.50 per 24 hour horse power

per year.

As a check upon the reliability of the average figures deduced

in the preceding paragraph, it is of interest to note that the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario buys power of the Ontario

Power Company of Niagara Falls in accordance with the follow-

ing terms: For power at 12,000 volts the price for the first 25,000

horse power is $9.40 per horse power per year; beyond 25,000

horse power, $9.00 per horse power per year; for power at 60,000

volts, $10.40 per horse power per year up to a consumption of

25,000 horse power, and $10.00 for power in excess of this quan-
tity. These prices return to the Company a fair profit, notwith-

standing the rental which the Company pays to the Government
for the use of the water.

Coming much nearer home, it may be stated with certainty that

water power developed in our own section of the country is trans-
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mitted for a distance of nearly one hundred miles, and sold (to

large consumers) at a satisfactory profit for about <,}4 mills per

horse power hour. This price, figured on a basis of 10 hours a day
for 310 working days a year is equivalent to $17.05 per horse power
per year. The writer is not advised how large a profit this figure

includes; but it is probable that the actual cost of generating this

power, measured at the switch board of the generating station,

does not exceed $9.00 per horse power per year.

By way of conclusion, the writer estimates that a comprehensive

scheme for the progressive development of the entire water power

resources of the State could be consummated at an average cost

not to exceed $11.00 per horse-power per year, measured at the

switch board.

The cost of building transmission lines, including the cost of

right of way, is very closely $3,000.00 a mile. Let us assume then

that the complete system of power development and transmission

covering the entire State is to be considered. It is probable that

the average distance to which power would be transmitted would

not exceed 50 miles; for altho a part of the power might require to

be transmitted for a distance of 400 miles, by far the larger bulk

of the power would be consumed in the immediate neighborhood

of the power plants; and 50 miles would seem to be a fair average

length of transmission. If we assume that the power capacity of

each transmission line is 25,000 horse power, and assume a loss in

transformation and transmission of 8 per .cent, thus charging

against the power this loss together with interest on, and depre-

ciation and maintenance of transmission lines (figured at 15

per cent.), we should add to the cost of producing the power, $1.00

per horse power per year for transmission, making the total cost

of power, delivered to the step-down transformers $12.00 per horse

power per year.

Finally, a proper basis for valuing the water power resources of

the State is to be secured by comparison with the cost of generat-

ing steam power from coal.
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THE COST OF STEAM POWER

There are few cities in the United States in which power may
be generated from coal as cheaply as in Knoxville. Here coal

may be bought on large contracts for $1.30 per ton delivered on

the side track of the consumer. Moreover, labor in Knoxville

is cheap. The writer has knowledge of a large industrial plant in

which the cost of power delivered to the countershaft is only $24.00

per horse power per year, this price including interest at 6 per cent,

depreciation 8 per cent, insurance and taxes 4 per cent, besides coal

oil and labor. The plant is unusually fortunate in hav ing access

to condensing water, without cost. He is familiar with another

plant in which the management makes the claim that steam power

costs but $13.00 per horse power per year. But this figure is

unreliable, because it neglects the overhead charges, and more-

over is based upon indicated and not delivered horsepower. The
actual cost at this plant cannot be less than $25.00 per horse power
per year. A third and smaller plant may be cited, having a capac-

ity of 300 horse power, in which the cost 's $45.00. These are all

plants in which the load upon the engine is remarkably constant,

which fact in part accounts for the low costs cited.

In the Report on the "Survey of the Tennessee River" by the

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., Major Wm. H. Harts, in discussing

the possible value of a water power development on the Tennessee

River near Knoxville, states: '

"The cost of steam power generated from coal in the

vicinity of Knoxville is believed, from the best information
available to be about $35.00 per horse power-year in econ-

nomical plants of large size. In cotton mills in Northern
Alabama the cost is said to be as low as $15.00, but ordinar-

ily it runs from $40.00 to $200.00 in installations of moderate
size. It is doubtful, however, if electricity could be sold

for more than $45.00 in competition with steam. In the
Engineering News of January 8, 1903, (p. 30), $20.00 and
$40.00 are taken as the limits for the charges per electrical

*House Document Xo. 360, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session.
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horse power per year delivered to the customer; and charges

on several contracts in Chattanooga are understood to

be on a $40.00 basis for ordinary use."

Comparing the cost of electric power produced from water power
and from steam, Major Harts writes further:

"From these data it would seem that in the general case

there would be a difference of about $16.00 per horse power
year between the cost of producing electric power from
water under favorable conditions and that of producing it

from steam."

While the costs of steam power given above represent current

American practice, in which real economy is not attained, there

are two relatively new types of power plant now available, by
means of which the cost of steam power can be greatly reduced

below the figures above cited. The steam turbine is one of these.

Steam turbines are now built in very large sizes, and these large

machines attain quite high economy. It is probable that the

steam turbine equipment, say for 20,000 horse power, could be

installed in a plant located at the mouth of some one of the coal

mines in East Tennessee and generate electricity for transmission

to the larger cities at a cost considerably below that at which power
is now being sold. Power thus developed could be delivered to

a substation in Knoxville for about $9.00 per horse power per

year.

The second new type referred to is the poppet valve engine

utilizing high pressure and high degrees of superheat in the steam.

This type of engine was perfected in Germany, and for the past

five or six years has been rapidly replacing the older types of engines

throughout Europe. It is now beginning to receive the attention

in this country which it deserves. The engines are made in sizes

up to 2,000 horse power; but a striking fact concerning them is

that the small engines develop as high efficiency as the large.

Whereas in our common practice from three to five pounds of

coal are consumed per horse power per hour, these new units

generate a horse power hour with the consumption of but 1.5

pounds of coal if run non-condensing, and if condensing with a

consumption of about one pound. Several thousand of these

plants are in successful operation in Europe. Their introduction

into America has begun; and it is certain that within another
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decade they will have revolutionized American steam power plant

practice. Could the new type of steam plant come immediately

into universal use, the cost of steam power would be reduced to

less than half its present figure. But no such radical step will be

taken; and in the meantime the demand for power grows at so

prodigious a rate that on the whole the cost of steam power may
be expected to advance rather than recede.

"From 1870 to 1910 the population of this country in-

creased from 38,000,000 to 92,000,000, or more than 142

per cent, and the coal consumption increased per capita

from 0.85 tons to 5.50 tons, or almost 550 per cent; hence

in forty years the coal consumption has increased about

forty times as fast as the population. During this interval

the average value of cbal property hasincreasedfrom Sioo.oo

to $2,000.00 per acre, or 1,900 per cent., which is nearly

four times the rate of consumption increase. When it is

remembered that this phenomenal change in volume and

value has been accompanied by a corresponding wage in-

crease and more diiBcult engineering work in connection

with the greater depth of the mines, it is a tribute to our

application of scientific management in both mine working

and transportation that we are not paying several hundred

per cent, more for coal at this date than we are; but, coming

events cast their shadows before' and the abnormal rise in

mine values, together with the continual labor agitation-,

makes it almost certain that within a short period the cost

of coal at the mines will be increased from 25 to 50 per

cent., and that a greater proportionate increment of cost

will be added as the coal passes the several go-betweens in

its transit from the mine to the ultimate consumer."*

If in view of the possible reduction in the cost of steam power

which better economy could effect, we abandon the basis of com-

parison deduced by Major Harts and quoted above, and claim for

water power a difference not of $16.00 but of $10.00 per horse

power per year, we shall conclude that the present potential value

of the water power of Tennessee is $10,000,000.00 per year. The fu-

ture potential value is great beyond our present ability to surmise.

*Second Annual Report of Main State Water Storage Commission, page 232.
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THE PRESENT DEVELOPMENT OF WATER
POWER IN TENNESSEE

General Statement.—The writer has made an effort to take a

census of the developed water powers of the State, but without

avail. To this end a letter was addressed to the Register of each

county, enclosing a blank to be filled out, giving the number and

locations of water wheels in operation within the county. Replies

were received from fewer than half of the gentlemen addressed,

and of the replies received,' only a few contained any reliable in-

formation.

According to a special water power census taken in 1908 by the

United States Census Bureau, there were at that time 2,160 water

wheels in operation in the State, the distribution and horse power

developed being as follows:

Table 19.

—

Developed water powers in Tennessee for all pur-

poses. 1Q08.
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This table would seem to indicate that the use of water power

in manufacturing is declining, for while 8.5 psr C2nt. of all the

power thus used in the year 1899 came from water wheels, only

4 per cent, came from this source ten years later. Undoubtedly

the explanation is found in the rapid expansion of commercial

power business by the public service corporations. These can

generate power in large quantities and sell electricity for the

operation of manufactures more cheaply than the relatively small

isolated power plants of the factories themselves can produce it.

The figures of this census emphasize in a startling manner the

fact that the year 191 2 marks the beginning of a new era in the

history of water power development in Tennessee,—the era of

hydro-electric development and of long-distance power transmis-

sion. During this year, seven water wheels, capable of developing

29,200 horse power were put into operation. To this number

there were added during 19 13 fourteen more wheels with a capacity

of 63,600 horse power. Therefore the total present installed

capacity of all the water power plants within the State is very

close to 190,000 horse power. Four additional wheels with a

capacity of 16,000 horse power remain yet to be installed in the

power house at Hale's Bar; and during the year 1914 construction

will begin on a plant of 80,000 horse power capacity on the Little

Tennessee River.

Existing Plants.—Following are brief descriptions of a number of

these developments. It is believed that no important develop-

ment, either in progress or in prospect, is omitted from the list;

yet this cannot be said with certainty, since the projectors of an

enterprise of the nature and magnitude of hydro-electric develop-

ments are naturally reticent during the formative stages of their

'designs. Rumors of many projects abound, and the writer has

spared no effort to sift these in order to ascertain which have any
basis for credence. Thus, it is rumored that the American Zinc

Co., which is now operating zinc mines at Mascot, has under con-

templation the development of power on the Holston River.

Writing of this, the company says: "This matter of power has been

discussed tentatively, but it cannot in any way be considered a

definite project at this time." Other rumors might be listed, but

they are too tenuous to merit attention.

Mention should be made in passing of a project located on the

Hiwassee River just across the State line, in Clayborne Co., North
Carolina; the project of the Carolina Tennessee Power Co. The
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plans of this company are to build two plants, about 15 miles

apart, which will have a combined rating of 50,000 horse power.

Each dam will be 150 ft. high and 1,200 ft. long, and each will

create a lake about 15 miles in length. The location is approxi-

mately 60 miles south of Knoxville, 55 miles east of Chattanooga

and 100, miles north of Atlanta. Owing to this location, it is more
than probable that the power will seek a market within Tennessee.

The Tennessee Power Company.—First in the order of importance

at this time comes certainly the developments of the Tennessee

Power Co. The following description of the organization and plans

of the company is quoted from the "Electrical World," of April

13, 1912:

"Negotiations between H. M. Byllesby & Company, Chicago;

E. W. Clark & Company, Philadelphia; William P. Bonbright &
Company; and Hodenpyl, Hardy & Company, New York, have

resulted in the formation of a plan for developing water power

resources in the State of Tennessee and the transmission of energy

throughout this State and Kentucky and parts of Georgia. The
plan calls for the formation of the Tennessee Railway, Light and

Power Company under Maine laws and the Tennessee Power

Company under Tennessee laws. The authorized capitaliza-

tion of the first company will consist of $50,000,000 preferred stock,

.of which $10,250,000 will be outstanding, and $20,000,000 common
stock, all of which will be outstanding.

"The capitalization of the Tennessee Power Company will

consist of $50,000,000 first-mortgage, fifty-year 5 per cent gold

bonds, dated May i, 1912, of which $7,500,000 will be outstanding,

and of $20,000,000 common stock, all of which will be issued.

The Tennessee Railway, Light and Power Company will own the

following: All of the capital stock of the Tennessee Power Com-

pany (excepting the qualifying shares of the directors); a large

majority and probably all of the common stock of the Nashville

Railway & Light Company; all the bonds and capital stock (ex-

cept directors' qualifying shares) of the Cleveland Electric Light

Company, of Cleveland, Tenn.; a large majority and probably

all of the preferred and common stock of the Chattanooga,

Railway & Light Company. The company will have approxi-

mately $882,000 in its treasury as working capital. The Tennes-

see Power Company will own, free from all encumbrances (other

than its first-mortgage bonds mentioned above), the following
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properties: The 25,000 horse power hydro-electric plant on the

Ocoee River at Parksville, Tenn., now in operation; the transmis-

sion lines now in use from this plant, by way of Cleveland, to Chat-

tanooga; the transmission line from Cleveland to Knoxville, Tenn.,

which is nearly completed; the transmission line from Cleveland

southward to the Georgia State line; the Great Falls power site and

reservoir at the junction of the Caney Fork and Collins Rivers,

near Rock Island, Tenn., capable of development of 80,000 horse

power, and said to be the most desirable water power site in

Tennessee; two sites on the Ocoee River, in addition to the first

named above, one capable of development of 16,000 horse power

and the other of 30,000 horse power. The company will have in

its treasury $2,478,000, which it is proposed to use for new con-

struction and other corporate purposes. A large part of the proper-

ties named above will be acquired by purchase from the Eastern

Tennessee Power Company, with the approval of the stockholders

of that company. The following construction work will be un-

dertaken immediately by the company: An addition of 15,000

horse power to the first development on the Ocoee River, now in

operation as above; construction of a 16,000 hydro-electric plant

on the second site on the Ocoee River, to operate under a 250-ft.

head; construction of additional transmission lines fromParksville,

by way of Great Falls, to Nashville, Tenn., and from Nashville

through the surrounding country, to reach the various power

users."

The second development on the Ocoee River referred to is now

completed and work on the third is about to begin. In addition

to this, an engineering party is now in the field to locate a suitable

site for a storage reservoir on the headwaters of the Ocoee. A
detailed description of the first project by the writer appears in

No. 2 of Vol. 2 of "The Resources of Tennessee," also another in

an article entitled "Water Power Development in the South" in

Cassier's Magazine for June and July, 191 2.

The accompanying map and profile (Plate III) show the nature of

the three developments on the Ocoee River, and their relative loca-

tions. The dam of development No. i creates a lake about 8 miles

long; at the head of this lake is located the power house of develop-

ment No. 2. Water for this development is diverted from the river

by a timber crib dam, 30 feet high, situated some miles higher on

the river; the water is then conveyed in a timber flume about 4^
miles long laid on a very light grade to the site of the power house.
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where it discharges into the steel penstocks. The end of the

flume is at an elevation of approximately 270 feet above the bed

of the stream, and this head will be utilized by the turbines.

The third development is similar in character to the second, but

the flume will be 5^ miles long.

Since April, 191 2, the Tennessee Power Company has been fur-

nishing all the electric power for the city of Chattanooga, and

since October, 191 2, that for Knoxville. The transmission line to

Knoxville extends on to Mascot to supply the American Zinc

Company with power for its mining operations. The line to Nash-

ville was completed in June, 1913. The Aluminum Company of

America has contracted to take a block of 20,000 horse power,

beginning on June ist, 1913, for a minimum period of five years.

At the present writing, the people of both Knoxville and Chatta-

nooga are most curious to know which of the transmission lines is

destined to carry this load.

The Tennessee Power Company is the first great power company

to become domiciled in the State. In view of the history of cen-

tralization of power development in other states, and particularly

in view of the connections of the men who have formed the Ten-

nessee Power Company, it is difficult to avoid the supposition

that this wealthy corporation purposes to dominate the power sit-

uation in this section of the South. The report of the U. S. Com-

missioner of Corporations, referred to elsewhere in this bulletin,

shows that the owners of this company are the owners also of a

large number of water power developments and of numerous pub-

lic service corporations (to the number of not less than 43) in

various parts of the country. Not only this, but through their

common memberships in the directorates of certain other corpora-

tions, the Tennessee Power Company is allied to the General

Electric Company itself. And if it be true, as many believe, that

a power trust is already in existence or is in process of formation

then, unless it be checked very soon, Tennessee is not likely to

escape its dominance.

The Hale's Bar Development.—Next in immediate importance to

the development of the Tennessee Power Company, comes the

plant of the Chattanooga and Tennessee River Power Com-

pany, recently completed at Hale's Bar, on the Tennessee River.

As an engineering accomplishment, this plant will take rank

among the foremost projects of the day. Located 21 miles be-
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low Chattanooga by road

—

1^3, miles as the river winds, and but

thirteen as the crow flies—at the lower end of what is termed the

"mountain section" of the Tennessee River, the forty foot dam
will back the river up for a distance of 38 miles, and will convert

this section of the river from one of hazardous navigability into

a lake of serene tranquility, wonderful beauty and entire safety

to navigation.

The power equipment will comprise fourteen units, each consist-

ing of three turbines and the generator mounted upon a vertical

shaft, and developing 4200 horse power each. Thus the capacity

of the plant will be 58,800 horse power. Ten of these units are

now installed.

The total length of the dam, including the lock, is 2500 feet.

Beginning at the western embankment, we have iirst the lock, in

which the lock chamber measures 60 feet wide by 312 feet long;

next, the concrete spillway measuring 1200 feet in length; then the

power house 350 feet long, and to the east of this an 800-foot earth

dam built over a concrete core-wall. At times of extreme flood,

there will be a larger volume of water flowing over this dam than

over any other dam now existing in the world. Some interest

attaches to the lock also, because it is the highest single lift lock

in the world. The great lock gates measure 58 feet in height, and

they will be operated by electric motors.

Construction was begun in October, 1905, with the expectation

that three or four years would sufiice for the completion of the

project. However, unforseen diflSculty was experienced in ob-

taining suitable foundation, and this greatly retarded the prog-

ress of the work. On Nov. 13, 1913, the completion of the plant

was oflncially announced, and in the presence of a distinguished

party, the turbines were placed in operation. A transmission line

to Chattanooga and a sub-station in that city were built some three

years ago, and there is some talk of building a transmission line

to Birmingham.

For further details regarding the Hale's Bar development, the

reader is referred to a paper by the writer in Vol. 2, No. 3, of "The
Resources of Tennessee," published by the Survey, or to the ar-

ticle by him on "Water Power Development in the South," in

Cassier's Magazine, previously referred to.

The dam is building under a grant from Congress which gives the

Company the use of the power for a term of 99 years. The Chat-

tanooga and Tennessee River Power Company was the property
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of the late Mr. Anthony N. Brady, of New York. Hence, it be-

longs in the group of properties known as the "Brady interests,"

and according to the United States Commissioner of Corporations,

is, like the Tennessee Power Company, indirectly allied to the

General Electric Company.

Watauga Power Company. The first development of the Wa-
tauga Power Company was completed in September, 191 1, and it

was the first large hydro -electric plant to go into operation in

Tennessee. The plant is situated on the Watauga River, about

six miles above Elizabethton. The dam is of Cyclopean concrete,

50 feet high above low water. The spillway is 240 feet long, and

-during the probable heaviest flood discharge of the river the water

will stand twelve feet deep on the crest of the dam.

The installation is designed to consist of three units, developing

1600 horse power each, but up to the present time only two of

these have been placed. Electricity, generated at 2300 volts, is

transmitted at 44,000 volts to Elizabethton and to Bristol. The
power requirements of Elizabethton being moderate, the bulk of

the power is taken to Bristol and is sold to the Bristol Gas & Elec-

tric Company.

In addition to this power site, the Company owns two others,

-one located higher up on the Watauga River, and one on the Doe
River.

Very recently the Company has sold its entire plant to the Utili-

ties Improvement Co., one of the subsidiary companies of Henry
L. Doherty & Co., of New York. The Utilities Improvement

Company, and the Cities Service Co., another of the Doherty

holding companies, own a very large number of public service

corporations in many parts of the country and are rapidly increas-

ing these holdings. Probably next to the General Electric Co.,

they are the largest of the huge power corporations. They own
the Bristol Gas & Electric Co.

Tennessee Eastern Electric Company.—This project is the latest

of the developments now actually completed. It consists of a dam
and power house on the Nolichucky River, nine miles south of

Greeneville. The dam is built with foundation adequate for an

ultimate height of 70 feet, but for the present the dam will

be carried to a height of only 39 feet. The ultimate height will

create a pool about nine miles long, and will develop approximately

16,000 horse power, four units being used. For the present, 3,600

horse power represents the total plant capacity.
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The Company, of which W. U. N. Powellson, of New York City,

is President; R. L. Warner, of Boston, Treasurer; and Amzi Smith,

of Johnson City, Manager, has purchased the electric plants of

Johnson City, Greeneville, and Jonesboro. These plants will

give the company steam auxiliary power to the extent of 1800

horse power. The company proposes to furnish power to these

three cities, and later to extend its field as power demands warrant.

The water power plant went into operation in September, 19 13.

In addition to these, there are a number of smaller plants in

operation, but none having capacities beyond a few hundred horse

power. Nearly all are private plants furnishing power for manu-
facturing purposes.
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PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS

The Tennessee Hydro-Electric Company.—We have called at-

tention to the projected developments of some of the leading com-

panies in the preceding section. The most notable of the pro-

jected developments are those of the Aluminum Company of

America and of the Tennessee Hydro-Electric Company.
This last named Company, chartered on April i6, 191 2, proposes

to develop all of the power afforded by the Clinch and the Powell

Rivers, both in Tennessee and in Virginia. The plan contemplates

the erection of five dams, as follows: Dam No. i, 40 feet high,

across the Clinch River just above the mouth of the Emory River

in Roan County; Dam No. 2, 60 feet high, on the Clinch River

just above the Louisville and Nashville Railroad crossing in Ander-

son County; Dam No. 3, 150 feet high, on the Clinch River just

above Island Ford and a short distance below the mouth of the

Powell River between Anderson and Campbell Counties; Dam
No. 4, 260 feet high, on the Powell River, 500 feet above the South-

ern Railway bridge, in Claiborne County; Dam No. 5, 260 feet

high, on the Clinch River about two miles above the Southern

Railway bridge, between Claiborne and Grainger County.

The elevation of the crests of dams Nos. 4 and 5 will be the same,

and the dams will constitute a single development. That is to

say, one of the dams, that on the Powell River, will be a diversion

dam, and the water of the Powell River, will be diverted through

a tunnel which will discharge just above dam No. 5 into the Clinch

River. The power house located at No. 5 will then utilize the

flow of both rivers, under the head of 260 feet thus rendered avail-

able. The writer is not advised as to the horse power to be in-

stalled at each of these four power houses, but the company claims

that their total development will aggregate 400,000, horsepower.

For the realization of any such total as this, it will be essential for

the company to build storage reservoirs to impound the flood waters

of the streams, and by this means equalize the flow.

The oflacers of the Tennessee Hydro-Electric Company are:

President, J. R. PauU, of Pittsburg, Pa.; Vice-President and Gen-

eral Council, James B. Cox, of Knoxville; Treasurer and Chief
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Engineer, F. M. Butler, of New Castle, Pa.;- Secretary, J. R. Cox,.

of Knoxville. The Company is capitalized for $10,000.00; and

the same men have incorporated the Virginia Hydro-Electric

Company, with the same capitalization, in order that the right of

eminent domain may be exercised in both States. The plans

contemplate an expenditure of $20,000,000.00. Condemnation

proceedings for securing riparian holdings have been instituted;

but although plans and specifications are said to have been com-

pleted, actual work of construction is held in abeyance pending

a decision on the right of the company to dam the Clinch River.

A federal bill granting this right was introduced into the last session

of Congress, but when it became known that President Taft would

veto the water power bills that came to him for his action, this-

bill was withdrawn. It is the purpose to re-introduce the bill

at the next session of Congress, but in the light of the decision

of the Secretary of War with reference to the French Broad River,

cited in the description below of the French Broad River Power

Company, page 77, it would scarcely seem probable that the

authority of Congress extends to the Clinch River.

It is commonly rumored that the Tennessee Hydro-Electric

Company expects to market its power in Cincinnati or some other

northern city. The writer is not advised as to the truth of this

rumor, but it would certainly be more fortunate for Tennessee if

a market for the power were to be found, or if not found, created,

within our own boundaries.

The Aluminum Company of America.—For some months past

the Aluminum Company has been busy acquiring title to all the

power rights and riparian privileges on the Little Tennessee River,

from Franklin, N. C, a distance of 65 miles, to a point 20 miles

south of Maryville, Tenn.,where the river finally emerges from the

Unaka Mountains, and exchanges the vigor of a mountain stream

for the more quiet flow of a mature river. In addition to this the

company has acquired the tributary streams—the Cheoah, the

Tuckaseegee and the Nanahala rivers. Complete surveys of this

great water power holding have been made, and the sites of power

houses and storage reservoirs have been practically determined-

The ultimate plan contemplates the construction of dams, one

beyond another, so placed that each will back water nearly or

quite up to the toe of the dam next above it. Some of these dams,

owing to the steep and narrow character of parts of the river bed,,

will impound but small quantities of water; while others, more
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favorably situated for storage purposes, will form lakes of large

extent. For instance, at one point on the Cheoah River a dam
135 feet high will impound about three and a half|billion cubic

feet of water. There are a number of fortunate reservoir sites,

and the ultimate development now projected will not only utilize

practically all of the fall of the streams (about 1,200 feet on the

Little Tennessee River alone), but will to a very large extent con-

serve the flood waters of spring to spread them over the dry months

of summer, and thus develop in an ideal manner the total power

of all the annual stream run-off. This power will exceed 400,000

horse power.

The Aluminum Company of America, by purchasing the stock

of the Knoxville Water and Electric Power Company, has acquired

a franchise for furnishing light and power in Knoxville. How-
ever, furnishing light and power in Knoxville will be of secondary

importance to this company, for its chief purpose is to erect re-

duction works for the production of aluminum from the mineral

bauxite.

Construction on some of the dams would probably have been

started some months ago except for a difficulty that arose over the

interference of the water power development with the proposed

Murphy extension of the Southern Railway. For months parties

of engineers representing the aluminum company and the railway

have been at work in an effort to make a satisfactory relocation

of the railroad line. This matter has now been settled presumably

to the satisfaction of both parties, and hence the way has been

cleared for construction of the hydro-electric plants to proceed.

The first of these plants to be built will be No. 2 (the numeral

signifying that the plant will be the second, in point of location,

as one proceeds upstream). It will be located near the mouth of

the Cheoah River, in North Carolina. The dam will be approxi-

mately 200 feet high, and the plant will develop about 80,000

horse power. Dam No. i, to be located about 5 miles lower down

the river, will be the only one of the series situated within Ten-

nessee. In dimensions it will resemble No. 2.

French Broad River Power Company.—This Company, incor-

porated in 1908, proposes to develop 30,000 horse power at a site

on the French Broad River, just above its confluence with the

Holston, distant from Knoxville but 5 miles. There are two sites

under contemplation, about two miles apart, and some test drill-

ing has been done to determine which of the two affords the more
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favorable foundation. The company's plan contemplates the

building of a dam 70 feet high. This will cause slack water up as

far as Boyd's Creek, a distance of 22 miles. An interesting ruling

by the United 'States War Department has been obtained by the

Company. The ruling, dated May 5, 1909, is signed by Robert

Shaw Oliver, Acting Secretary of War, and is as follows

:

" I have today decided that the French Broad River is a navigable

water of the United States, the navigable portion of which lies

wholly within the limits of the State of Tennessee. Therefore,

the charter granted by the Legislature of the State to this Com-
pany is sufficient authority to construct the dam in question, pro-

vided the location and plans thereof are submitted to and approved

by the Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary of War before

construction is commenced."

The company claims to have expended about $30,000.00 in

preliminary examinations, the preparation of its plans and speci-

fications, and the purchase of options riparian rights. At the

present writing this project cannot be considered as more than a

speculative holding, with no immediate prospect of active de-

velopment.
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THE DOE RIVER SURVEY
Before his resignation as State Geologist, Dr. George H. Ash-

ley had effected a cooperative agreement with the Water Re-

sources Branch of the United States Geological Survey, whereby
it was arranged that a water power survey should be made of the

Doe River. The arrangement was such that the actual work
was to be prosecuted by the engineers of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and the expense was to be borne equally by the State and

the United States Geological Surveys. Dr. Ashley's purpose in

doing this was to obtain the data of a single survey which should

serve as an exhibit, so to speak, of what might have been done on

a much larger scale, if the appropriation of $15,000.00 cotem-

plated in the bill cited in the opening paragraph of this Bulletin

had been made. The share of the expense which has been borne

by the State Geological Survey is $717.97.

The work was begun in December, 1911, under direction of Mr.

A. H. Horton, District Engineer, U. S. Geological Survey, and is

fully described in Mr. Horton's report which follows. The qual-

ity of the work is up to the high standard of excellence which those

acquainted with the United States Geological Survey are accus-

tomed to expect. Nevertheless, as Mr. Horton points out in his

report, the time allotted for the work was much too short

for the collection of all the data requisite to a complete and ade-

quate knowledge of the water-power possibilities of the stream in

question.

Daily observat'ons of the run-off at two different stations have

now been made for more than a year. But to render them

of real value, they should be continued over a period of four or

five years at least. Further than this, the study of possible

power sites was of necessity far from being exhaustive. Enough

was done to establish the fact that Doe River has good water

power potentialities, and to show that there are many excel-

lent power sites and a number of storage sites of moderate capacity.

It was not learned what is the economic limit to the possible stor-

age of water within the basin, nor what is the economic total

amount of possible power development on the River. To accom -
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plish these ends, a more elaborate survey than Dr. Ashley had in

view would be required, or than could be expected for the expendi-

ture which has been made. The results obtained amply justify

the effort and the outlay they have occasioned.

The writer has thought best in reproducing Mr. Horton's report

to omit the tabulations of daily gauge readings, but has not omitted

his calculations of the daily run-off based on these gauge readings

.

He has combined the three sheets on which were plotted the

map and profile of the river into a single continuous map and

profile, to a much smaller scale, preferring to publish the same in

this way. Since the original tracings are kept on file, persons

interested in seeing the large scale drawings may do so by apply-

ing to the State Geologist.

The report of Mr. Horton follows, on page 83.
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DOE RIVER REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

United States Geological Survey—^Water Resources Branch
Newport, Kentucky, Nov. 1.3, 1912.

Dr. a. H. Purdue, State Geologift of Tennessee,

Nashville, Tennessee.

Dear Sir:—There is transmitted herewith my report covermg the results of

cooperative work between the U. S. Geological Survey and the State Geological

Survey of Tennessee.

The work has been done in accordance with the regulations of the U. S. Geological

Survey under the general supervfision of Mr. M. O. Leighton, Chief Hydrographer.

The data collected previous to 1911 were obtained under the direction of M. R.

Hall. The 1911 and 1912 data were obtained under my directions assisted by T.

C. McEwen and C. T. Bailey.

The gauging stations on the Doe River at Blevins and Valley Forge will be con-

tinued until January 1, 1913, at least, so as to have a complete year's record of the

run-off of the Doe River at these two places. As I have pointed out in my report,

accurate estimates of water power can not be made without long time records of

run-off. Tennessee has a great future as a water power State. In order that its

Tvater power possibilities may become known and be developed economically the

surface run-off should be determined for as long a period as is practicable. I

trust that you will be able to continue and increase the stream flow work in the

State during 1913.

Mr. Switzer stated to me under date of November 7, 1912, that he intended to

make use of this report in his bulletin on the Water Powers of Tennessee. In

making any estimates of the amount of water power available on the Doe River it

should be noted that the stream flow data in the accompanying report have been

obtained from records less than a. year in length, and should, therefore, only be

used with that tact in view.

Acknowledgments are due to Mr. McEwen and Jlr. Bailey for their interest and

energy in the work assigned to them, and to the U. S. Weather Bureau for ramfall

records. Special acknowledgments are due to Mr. G. W. Hardin, Vice President

and Superintendent of the Eastern Tennessee and Western North Carolina Rail-

road Company, for his courtes> in allowing trains to stop to permit the riversurvey

party to get on and off convenient to work. I wish to thank Dr. G. H. .\shley,

the former State Geologist, for his cooperation and interest, and also to thank you

Soi your cooperation and courtesy. Yours \ery truly,

A. H. IIORTON, Dislricl Engineer.

INTRODUCTION.

In November, 191 1, a cooperative arrangement was made be-

tween the U. S. Geological Survey and the State Geologist of Ten-

nessee whereby a survey and study of the Doe River in Tennessee

was to be made in order to determine its value for water power
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purposes. It was decided to make a profile survey of the river

from Roan Mountain to Elizabethton and to make a study of the

run-off of the river. The results of the survey and investigation

of the run-off were to be embodied in a report t6 the State Geolo -

gist of Tennessee about November 15, 191 2. The U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey and the State of Tennessee were each to expend an

equal amount upon the work.

A river survey party was hastily organized the first part of

December, 191 1, and started at Roan Mountain with instructions

to finish the survey of the river to Elizabethton before the end of

the month. Gauging stations were established at which the river

stage was read daily and measurements of the flow were made.

The river survey was completed about the 29th of December, 1911.

The gauging stations have been maintained to date. The accom-

panying report contains the results of the study of the run-off of

Doe River and the results of the profile survey. The report

comprises all the available run-off data of the Doe River collected

by the U. S. Geological Survey and the data collected under the

cooperative arrangement, and a map of the Doe River from Roan

Mountain to the mouth at Elizabethton showing -the general plan

of the river and the river profile at low water.

Part I includes the stream flow data arranged as usually present-

ed in the U. S. Geological Survey water-supply papers. The

stream-flow data presented are distinctly preliminary, as there are

available but few measurements with very little range in stage

from which to draw rating curves. It is thought, however, that

the low water flow has been determined fairly accurately. At-

tention is invited to the foot-note following the tables of monthly

estimates of discharge for each station.

Part II includes the plan and profile of the river from Roan

Mountain to Elizabethton in three sheets, a brief discussion of

the methods used in making the survey, and a general discussion

of the water power possibilities with photographs of dam sites

and reservoir sites.

SURFACE WATER-SUPPLY OF DOE RIVER.
DOE RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN.

PART I.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The drainage basin of Doe River is located in the central and
southern part of Carter County, Tennessee. Carter County is
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one of the border counties near the northeast corner of Tennessee.

All of the basin, except about two square miles which are in North
Carolina, lies in Carter County. The total area of Carter County
is 345 square miles. The area of the Doe River basin is 142 square
miles, or about 40 per cent, of the total area of the county.

Doe River rises in the high and mountainous area to the north

and west of Roan High Knob. The main stem of the river has

its source not far from Hughes Gap on the Tennessee-North Car-

olina boundary line. From there it flows northeasterly to Roan
Mountain where it is joined by Wilson Creek, locally known as

Shell Creek. From Roan Mountain it flows northwesterly and
joins the Watauga at Elizabethton. The Watauga is a tributary

of the South Fork of the Holston River. The total length of

the river is about 29 miles. There are only two tributaries of

any importance, both of which join the river near Hampton, about

7 miles above the mouth. Tiger Creek, as it is named on the topo-

graphic sheets, or Little Doe River as it is known locally, drains

the western corner of the basin and joins the Doe, on the left

bank, immediately above Hampton. Laurel Fork Creek flows

parallel to the Doe and drains the northeastern side of the basin

and joins the Doe on the right bank immediately below Hampton.
Wilson Creek, which joins the Doe at Roan, Mountain, is much
smaller than either of the above tributaries.

The drainage area is roughly rectangular in shape with a nar-

row portion extending from Hampton to Elizabethton. The
rectangular portion is about 15 miles long and 10 miles wide.

The narrow portion from Hampton to Elizabethton is about 5

miles long and 2 miles wide. The following table gives the drain-

age area at different points in the basin.

Table 21. Drainage areas of Doe River at different points.

Locality (above) Area square miles

Mouth 141

U. S. G. S. Staff gauge 139

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. Bridge at Valley

Forge gauging station 132

Below mouth of Laurel Fork Creek 129

Below mouth of Little Doe (Tiger Creek) 101

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. Bridge at Blevins

gauging station. 62.2

Below mouth of Roaring Creek 55.1

Below mouth of Wilson Creek 40.7

Tributaries

Laurel Fork Creek, area above mouth 27.0

Little Doe River (Tiger Creek) area above mouth 33.0
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Tl,e sources of the river are at an elevation of about 5,000-
6,cco feet. Roan Mountain Knob has an elevation of 6,313 feet.

At Roan Mountain the elevation is 2,560 feet; at Blevins, at the
head of the upper canyon, the elevation is 2,270, at the lower end
of the canyon the elevation is 1,850, a fall of 420 feet through the

canyon in a distance of a little over 4 miles. At Hampton the

elevation is 1,770 feet and at the mouth of the river at Elizabethton

the elevation is 1,503 feet. The following table gives the eleva-

tions and distances along the river as determined by a profile

survey made in December, 1911.

Table 22. Distances and elevations along Doe River from mouth
to Wilson Creek.

Locality

Miles
above
mouth

Eleva-
tion

Fall bet'n

points

in feet.

i.'outh (Watauga River)

Covered Bridge, Elizabethton, U.S.G.S. Ref-
erence gauge on bridge

U. S. G. S. Gauge on right bank
Foot of dam
Top of dam

Laurel Fork R. R. Co.'s bridge

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. bridge, Valley

Forge, U. S. G. S. gauging station

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. bridge.

Laurel Fork Creek

Highway bridge at Hampton
Little Doe River or Tiger Creek..

Pardee Point.

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. bridge.

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. bridge.

E. T. and W. N. C. R. R. Bridge, Blevins,

U. S. G. S. gauging station..

Blevins R. R. station -,--.

Hopson Post-office

White Rock R. R. station

Roaring Creek-

George's Creek.

Roan Mountain. -----

Wilson Creek, or Shell Creek.

0.6

1.2

1.7

1.7

2.5

3.6

3.9

5.0

5.8

6.9

7.3

7.9

8.7

10.0

10.4

11.0

11.8

12.0

13.0

13.4

13.7

15.2

15.7

16.6

17.3

18.0

18.5

19.0

20.0

20.9

21.2

1,503

1,522

1,535

1,548

1,553

1,568

1,599

1,612

1,644

1,686

1,745

1,767

1,793

1,836

1,933

1,996

2,062

2,154
2,178

2,249

2,268

2,280

2,327

2,350

2,408
2,447

2,468

2,501
2.508

2;536

2,559

2,572

19
13
13
5

15

31

13
32
42
59
22
26
43
97
63
66
92
24
71

19

12
47
23
58
39
21

33
7

28
23
13

Probably three-quarters or more of the area that may be con-

sidered as being located at the sources of the main stream and more
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in^ortant tributaries is forested. The land along the river bot-

toms is, in general, cleared. Lumbering is being carried on ex-

tensively and will soon result in the removal of all the best timber

and will reduce the forested area materially.

The rainfall varies from 45 inches at Elizabethton to 60 inches

or more at the highest parts of the basin. The reader is referred

to the tables of rainfall, following the stream flow data, for Eliza-

bethton and for other points about the same elevation of the source

of the river. These records show that the rainfall is mucji greater

at the elevated sources of Doe River than it is at the mouth of

the river at Elizabethton.

Like most of the streams in eastern Tennessee the basin of Doe
River abounds in springs, some of which are of considerable size,

The flow of Fish Spring near Elizabethton was found to be about

75^ cu. ft. per second. Willow Spring, about t,}4 miles above the

mouth of the river, has a discharge of about 1.7 cu. ft. per second.

The spring at Hampton is said to have a discharge of about 11

cu. ft. per second. According to those who live near, the flow

never varies summer or winter and remains at a constant tempera-

ture. Fish Spring gets slightly discolored after heavy rains but

the other two remain clear and sparkling the year round. Eliza-,

bethton obtains its water supply from the spring at Hampton.

The owners of the Hampton spring state that the water is soft

and practically absolutely pure. The numerous springs in the

drainage basin tend to keep t he flow of the river constant during

long continued droughts.

In general, winter conditions are mild and ice forms only during

severe winters. The Eastern Tennessee and Western North Car-

olina Railroad parallels the river from Valley Forge to Roan Moun-

tain. Its grade line is from 10 to 100 feet above the river.

The following gauging stations have been maintainedin this basin

:

Doe River at Blevins, Tenn., 1911-1912;

Doe River at Valley Forge, Tenn., 1911-1912;

Doe River at Elizabethton, Tenn., 1907-1908, 191 2.

The results of the gaugings are as follows:

Doe River at Blevins, Tenn.

Location:. At Eastern Tennessee and Western North Carolina

Railroad bridge, one-fourth mile north of Blevins, Tenn.

Records available: Dec. 16, 1911 to Oct. 31, 1912.

Drainage area: 62.2 square miles.
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Gauge: Standard chain gauge attached to upstream guardrail of

covered wooden through bridge.

Channel: Bottom sandy; may shift. Point of control probably

permanent.

Discharge measurements: Made from upstream side of bridge, or

by wading at section }4 mile above bridge.

Winter flow: The relation of gauge height to discharge may be

occasionally affected by ice, but only for short periods dur-

ing unusually severe winters.

Accuracy: The gauge readings are reliable and accurate. See

foot-note following tables of monthly estimates in regard

to accuracy of the estimates of run-off.

Regulation: None.

Table 23. Discharge measurements of Doe River at Blevins

Tenn., igii-igi2.

Date
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Table 25. Monthly discharge of Doe River at Blevins, Tenn.,

or igii-igi2.

Drainage Area, 62.2 square miles.
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Table 27. Discharge in second jeet oj Doe River at Valley Forge,

Tenn., for igii-igis.

Day
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Drainage area: 139 square miles.

Gauge: Staff gauge attached to tree on right bank.

Channel: Gravel, probably permanent.

Discharge measurements: Made from covered highway bridge
about one-half mile below gauge.

Winter flow: Ice may affect relation of gauge height to discharge
for short periods, but only during unusually severe winters.

Accuracy: Gauge readings are considered reliable and accurate.

See footnote following tables of monthly estimates in regard
to the accuracy of the estimates of run-off.

Regulation : The operation of a small power plant above the gauge
may affect the normal flow of the stream to some extent.

Table 29. Discharge measurements of Doe River, Elizabeth-

ton, Tenn., 1904 and igo'j.

Date Hydrographer
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Table 31. Discharge in second feet of Doe River at Elizabeth-

ton, Tenn., igi2

.

Day
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Table 32. Monthly discharge of Doe River at Elizahelhton

,

Tenn., for the years igoj, igoS and igi2.

Drainage Area, 139 square miles.
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Table 34. Mean monthly precipitation.

Elizabethton, Carter County, Tennessee. Elevation 1,575 ft.
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Blowing Rock, Watauga County, North Carolina. Elevation

4,090 ft.
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ing days. The total length of the river surveyed was 21 miles

or about 1.6 miles per day, which is fair progress considering the

short days and the generally inclement weather during December.

The cost per mile for the field work was about $12.00, which com-

pares favorably with the cost of work in other parts of the country.

The above cost only includes the expenditures of the surveying

party from December 13th to December 27th. Nearly a week was

spent in reconnaissance, establishing gauges, making discharge

measurements, and in organizing and equipping the field party.

Fortunately the train sche4ule at Roan Mountain permitted the

use of trains in going to and from field work.

River profile work can probably be done in Tennessee for from

$10 to $15 per mile. The work can best be done in late summer
and fall when the foliage is dropping, streams are at a uniform

stage, and weather conditions are favorable.

The results of the survey are shown on the three sheets accom-

panying this report.* The plan and profile of the river from the

mouth of Wilson Creek to the mouth of the river at Elizabethton

are shown. The plan and profile are divided into sections so as

to make economical use of the space on a sheet. The plan and

the profile belonging to the plan are on the same sheet.

The scale of the plan is 500 feet to the inch or i in 6,000. The
horizontal scale of the profile is the same and the vertical scale is

I inch—10 feet. These sheets were drawn with the expectation

that they would be reduced one-half for publication and the scale

has been expressed on the sheets as i to 12,000 so as to read cor-

rect when reduced one-half.

Water Power.

The. drainage basin of the Doe River is a mountainous area,

covered to a great extent with forests except along stream bottoms,

which are, in general, cleared. Above Roan Mountain the slope

of the main stream and tributaries is precipitous, as the fall from

the sources to Roan Mountain is approximately 3,500 feet in a

distance of 8 miles. In this section there are many opportunities

for small water powers. From Roan Mountain to Blevins the

fall is much smaller, averaging about 40 feet to the mile. Through
this section the valley is comparatively narrow with now and then

a gorge. At places the valley is perhaps a quarter of a mile wide.

Combined and reduced for publication in this Bulletin into a single sheet.

J. A. SWITZER.
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PlatesVIII toXII are typical views of the section from Roin Moun-
tain to Blevins. In this section low dams could be built almost any-

where. Just below Roaring Creek a dam of considerable height

could be built (See Plate VIII). A dam at this place would not

interfere with the railroad as the railroad cuts across a bend in

the river. Plate IX is a photograph of another possible dam site,

with the reservoir site above it shown on Plate X. A dam
40 or 50 feet high might be built at this point. The railroad,

however, would have to be raised, but this would not be ex-

pensive through this section, as the grade is nearly level above

the dam site. Plate XI shows a reservoir site that could be util-

ized by a dam at the head of the canyon just below Blevins. A
dam 30 feet high just above the railroad bridge would give a stor-

age capacity of approximately 31,000,000 cubic feet. A higher

dam would give a much larger storage capacity but would neces-

sitate raising the railroad tracks. Plate XII is a photograph of

a fair dam site. A dam 50 feet high could probably be built here

which would back water up into the storage basin shown in Plate

XI. The railroad would have to be raised, however.

From the head of the canyon below Blevins to the lower end of

the canyon the fall averages over 100 feet to the mile. Through

this section the river is confined in a narrow canyon whose sides

rise hundreds of feet above the river. In this stretch of the river

there are numerous dam sites, the height of which are only limited

by the grade line of the railroad. Probably the construction of a

dam of the maximum height, with a pipe line from it running down

the river to a suitable location for a power plant, would be the best

solution, as considerable storage could be obtained by taking the

pipe line out below the top of the dam and a large increase in head

could be obtained, depending upon how long a pipe line was built.

Below this section of the river there is a rather broad valley

with a steep slope in which the Little Doe and the Laurel Fork

join the Doe. Hampton, a town of perhaps 500 people, is located

on the Doe River in this Valley. The head of the lower canyon

is a short distance below Hampton. The average fall through

this valley to the head of the lower canyon is about 50 feet per

mile. Low dams with canals to develop additional head could

be built through this section. The steepest part of the lower

canyon extends from about mile 6.5 to mile 5.5. (See PI. VII.)

The fall in this mile is about 60 feet.
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The sides of the canyon are not so steep nor so high as in th a

upper canyon. From about mile 4 to the mouththe river flows

through a comparatively open country, the land on the west

side of the river being cleared and cultivated and is comparative-

ly level. The land on the east side is more rolling and not so

suitable for cultivation. Through this section the fallof the river

averages about 25 feet to the mile. Low dams with flumes or

canals could be built along this stretch.

From an examination of the profile and from the above descrip-

tion it is evident that there are excellent possibilities for water

power development on Doe River, provided the run-off is sufficient.

Estimates of the amount of water power are dependent upon less

than a year's record of the run-off, a period much too short upon

which to base accurate estimates. If there were records at Val-

ley Forge and at Blevins extending over a period of at least 5

years, fairly accurate estimates could be made of the amount of

water power available at any point in the upper canyon and in

the lower canyon, the sections of the river where the largest devel-

opments are possible. The records that are available show that

the minimum flow at Blevins is 17 cu. ft. per second, with a mean
for the month of October of about 28 cu. ft. per second. Assum-

ing that by means of storage a flow of 28 cu. ft. per second could be

furnished, it would be possible to secure 2^ horse power per foot

of fall with turbines of 80 per cent efficiency. With heads of 50

feet and 100 feet this would give 125 and 250 horse power, respect-

ively.

At Valley Forge, the data show that the minimum flow during

the period covered by the records was 60 cu. ft. per second, not

considering the minimum for January of 47 cu. ft. per second which

was undoubtedly caused by the abnormally cold weather, with a

mean for the month of October of 71 cu. ft. per second. Consider-

ing that this flow, 71 cu. ft. per second, could by means of storage

be used as the minimum, it would be possible to secure 6^ horse

power per foot of fall with turbines of 80 per cent, efficiency.

With heads 50 feet and 100 feet this would produce 325 and 650
horse power, respectively. The above estimates are based on
less than a year's record and should under no condition be used

for construction of a power plant, as another year's record might
give values 50 per cent or more less than those obtained in 1911-

1912.
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An examination of the rainfall records accompanying this

report would indicate to some extent whether the igii-1912 run-off

data represented the flow for an average year, a dry year, or for a

wet one. A long time record of the flow of this stream would

determine beyond a reasonable doubt the amount of water avail-

able for any power development.

Material for the construction of dams is abundant and easily

accessible. Rock foundations are available practically every-

where. The Eastern Tennessee and Western North Carolina

Railroad, a narrow gauge railroad paralleling the river, would fur-

nish convenient transportation facilities for machinery and con-

struction material.

Doe River has been subject to one or two very severe floods

The flood of May, 1901, resulted from a long continued rain oveJ

the entire basin with a cloudburst at the headwaters. The flood

did a large amount of damage. Cultivated fields along the river

were washed away or covered with rocks and gravel. Bridgfes,

trees, and buildings were carried away. Trafiic on the railroad

was suspended for weeks. Persons living in the mounains stated

that the mountain sides were covered with slides. Eye-witnesses

of these slides stated that trees, rocks, boulders, mud and water

would suddenly spout into the air and go rolling down the mount-

ain into the streams. Those living along the river stated the river

was full of mud, rocks, trees, stumps, and trash of all description,

which, by forming dams, caused the river to be much higher than

it would have been otherwise. At Roan Mountain the water was

a little over the railroad tracks. At the Blevins bridge the water

was about 5 feet below the bottom of the bridge; this would make

the water by the present gauge about 24 feet. At Hampton the

water was about one foot over the railroad. As near as could be

determined the stage on the staff gauge at Elizabethton would have

been approximately 15 feet. This may be as much as 5 feet in

error. A large amount of damage was done in that part of Eliza-

bethton situated on the east side of the river. It is claimed by

those living along the river that there was as much water in the

flood of February, 1902, as in May, 1901, but it did not get as

high because the river was free from drift and debris.

A. H. HORTON,

District Engineer, U. S. G. S., Nov. ij, igi2.
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APPENDIX A.

DIGEST OF PROCEDURES AND LAWS OF OTHER STATES

WITH REFERENCE TO WATER POWER.

Before citing the laws of the various States and countries, couched

as some of them are in legal terminology difficult to comprehend,

it may serve a useful purpose if we summarize in non-technical

language the salient features of these laws. The Survey is not

informed upon the laws of all the States, but enough citations

"follow to point pretty conclusively to the trend of legislative ac-

tion with respect to the water power resources of the world. We
shall confine our attention to the States of Maine, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, California, Idaho, Wisconsin, and Ore-

gon, and the countries of Canada, France, Italy and Switzerland.

NEW YORK.

In the body of the Bulletin, extended reference has been made to

the steps which New York has taken in the direction of establish-

ing complete State control of the water power resources of that

State. Nevertheless a complete and succinct statement of the

experience of the State will serve the purpose of a greater degree
of completeness in the Appendix than if it were passed over.

The following digest is taken from a publication by the New
York State Water Supply Commission.

"Following the recommendation made by Governor Hughes in his

annual message of 1907, the Legislature passed a bill, which became a
law and is known as the " Fuller Act,"

"This law committed the State, tor the first time, to a definite policy-

regarding the conservation and development of water powers. It 'au-
thorized and directed' the State Water Supply Commission to devise
plans for the progressive development of the water powers of the State
under State ownership, control and maintenance for the public use and
benefit and for the increase of public revenue. When it is remembered
that the State, before the enactment of this law, had been giving away
water power franchises in perpetuity to all applicants with persistence
or influence enough to obtain them, it will be seen that the Fuller .\ct
was a long step in advance.
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"It directed the comrnission to investigate all the water powers in the

State and to report upon them in the order of their availability, giving in

detail the amount of power to be developed in each case, the cost of the

development and of maintenance, and the probable revenue to the State.

In its final report the Commission was directed to submit a draft of a

general law providing specifically for the development of water power

by the State. As outlined by the act, this general law must provide for

a bond issue to be authorized separately for each separate improvement

and a tax upon the property benefited suficient to pay the interest and

principal of the bonds.

"This plan follows the plan adopted by the National Government in

the reclamation of the arid west, under which the money advanced is

repaid into the treasury.

" The Fuller Act distinctly contemplates the sale of the power developed

by the State upon terms to be readjusted at suitable intervals. It appro-

priated $35,000 for beginning the work of investigation.

"In the same session of the Legislature the State again definitely com-

mitted itself to the policy of demanding payment for water power fran-

chises. Application was made by a corporation for authority to con-

struct an electrical power plant on the Long Sault rapids in the St. Law-
rence river. The Governor refused to sign the bill unless provision was

made in it for payment to the State of compensation upon a sliding

scale in proportion to the amount of power developed and such provision

was made.
" Detailed studies of the most important water power sites having been

completed by the Water Supply Commission, it reported to the Legis-

lature of 1910 a bill for a comprehensive general law, providing for the

issue of bonds as required up to a total of $20,000,000, for the sale or lease

for stated terms of the water or power developed, and for the annual as-

sessment of property benefited. The bill after receiving the signature

of the Governor, was to be submitted to the people, and could not become

effective until approved by the people at the polls.

"This bill was opposed by the existing water power interests, and their

opposition was strong enough to kill it. Nevertheless the need for more

water poiver development in the State is so great, that they succeeded

in inducing the Legislature to pass another bill which attempted to give

to them what they desired by amending the River Improvement Act.

The provisions of this biU were so plainly opposed to the mterests of the

people at large that Governor Hughes vetoed it.

"The plans devised by the State Water Supply Commission involved

the necessity of flooding a small area of the forest land belonging to the

Adirondack Park. But a provision of the State constitution whereby the

Adirondack Park was created prohibits the removal or destruction o£

any timber whatever within the confines of the Park. This pro\'ision

(now known to have been altogether shortsighed, inasmuch as it not only

blocks water power conservation, but also actually defeats its own pur-

pose by preventing scientific forest management within the park) cannot

be set aside without the adoption of a constitutional amendment; and

as yet the assent of the people to this amendment has not been secured."
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This statement was made about four years ago. In July,

191 1, the law known as the Conservation Law was enacted. This

law created the Conservation Department, and the State Conserva-

tion Commission to be the administrative body to carry out the

provisions of the law. The Commission consists of three members,

at an annual salary of $10,000.00 each; and it superseded a num-
ber of other boards and commissions, including among them the

water supply commission.

A bill drafted by this Commission was introduced into the

Legislature in February, 191 2. In brief, this bill provides that

—

'The Conservation Commission is authorized to acquire by purchase,

lease, or condemnation, lands, water privileges, and water rights, and to

use and develop the same. It is also empowered to construct transmission

lines for the purpose of delivering electrical energy to the various munici-

palities throughout the State. It may likewise purchase electrical cur-

rent from a private producei, or transmit the same to any point for such

producer, at a price fixed by the Commission. It further provides that

such municipalities are authorized to enter into contracts with the Con-
servation Commission for the use of power so transmitted. Each munici- -

pality is required to pay its proportionate share of the cost of production

and transmission, including a charge for interest, upkeep, maintenance

and operation, with an amount sufficient to amortize the investment in

from thirty to fifty years. The maximum cost to the ultimate consumer
is fixed by the Conservation Commission. Before any municipality shall

enter into such contract, it must be approved by a vote of the people.

"In other words, the agency of the State is used for the production and
transmission of electrical energy to the various municipalities, which un-

dertake the distribution thereof to the consumers, the purpose being to

furnish light for its public streets and buildings, commercial and domestic
use, and power for manufacturing and traction purposes, at cost.

" Id case there is a private distributing company operating in such munic-
ipality, such company is authorized to enter into a contract with the
municipality for the distribution of electrical energy at a price to be fixed

by the commission. In case the municipality refuses to enter into
such contract so determined by the commission, its application for

power will be denied. The purpose of this provision is to protect hon-
est capital invested by private persons in electrical enterprises.

"In the event that the efficient development of unused water power
involves the regulation of stream flow by impounding flood waters or
otherwise, the Commission is authorized to enter into agreements with
the owners of developed powers to pay the State for the benefits derived
therefrom. This is regarded as a practical and business-like method of

improving the power capacity of our streams, and will greatly increase
the power at developed sites at a minimiun cost to owners.

"In a word, the general scope and scheme of the statute is aimed at
the utilization of the undeveloped water powers of the State, the dis-
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tribution thereof to the various municipalities, which in turn serve the
same to the ultimate consumer at the cost of production."

The bill had the hearty support of the Governor and was passed
by the Senate, but was killed in the House. Sooner or later an
aroused public interest will undoubtedly force the passage of this

bill.

NEW JERSEY.

While the State of New Jersey has practically no water power
resources, its attitude towards water supply is fully abreast of

that of any State. In 1907 a law was enacted creating a State
Water Supply Commission,'charged with general supervision over
all sources of potable and public water supply. The Commission
is also empowered to build reservoirs and other regulating works
within the boundaries of water supply districts to be established

by act of the legislature. When built, the Commission is required

to maintain such works, and is authorized to sell or lease power to

be derived from the flow of water at or near any dams included in

the regulating works, at a rate agreeable to the Commission.
Since the passage of the law of 1907, several supplementary laws

have also been passed, all tending to strengthen the jurisdiction

of the Commission, until now a complete system of water conserva-

tion and distribution is in full effect. A number of large storage

reservoirs will soon be built by the State for municipal water sup-

plies.

CALIFORNIA.

In April, 191 1, an Act was passed regulating and limiting the

appropriation of water power and creating a Water Supply Com-
mission, and this Act was finally amended in January, 191 2, to the

present law. This law provides, among other things, that water

or the use of water for the generation of electricity or other power
shall be appropriated for a period of not longer than 40 years;

that all appropriations shall be made subject to the right of the

State to regulate and fix the rate of compensation for which such

power may be sold, rented or distributed, and subject to repeal

for non-use. It provides that no appropriation shall be made
without a permit from the Commission; that the Commission shall

not grant a permit for the appropriation of more water or the use

of more water than can be applied eflSciently and economically

to the use for which application is made; and that the Commission

shall not grant the permit at all if in its judgment such grant is

contrary to the public interest. It provides that actual construe-
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tion work shall begin within six months from the date of granting

the permit, and shall thereafter be prosecuted with reasonable

diligence; and such work shall be completed within a reasonable

time as fixed in the permit, not to exceed five years, unless for good

reason the Commission extend the time for one additional year.

Upon completion of the works the use of the water shall not be

permitted until the Commission shall approve the same. An ex-

tension of the grant for a second period not to exceed forty years

is provided for. All appropriations of water or the use of water

shall be subject to the imposition of fees and charges by the State

as follows: A fee of $io upon the filing of application for permit;

a fee of $100.00 upon the granting of such permit, and in addition

to this an annual charge for each theoretical horse power as fol-

lows: For the first 100 horse power, no charge; and for all above

100 horsepower 10 cents for each horse power. The act further

provides drastically against combinations in restraint of trade

or mergers of any deleterious kind. Finally, the act declares any

violation of the act or of any order or regulation of the Commis-

sion to be a misdemeanor, and punishable as such.

IDAHO.

The law of Idaho declares that any use of water essential to the

completed development of the material resources of the State is

a public use and as such is subject to the regulation and control

of the State, such control extending to the fixing of charges by the

State. The law makes the State Engineer the executive oflScer

through whom the strict supervision and control of all dams, reser-

voirs and other- works for the utilization of the water resources is

effeAed. The law provides that all rights of way for canals,

etc., shall be approved both by the State Engineer and by the

State Board of Land Commissioners. It provides that State

lands suitable for reservoir sites may be reserved by the State for

storage purposes. And, finally, it provides that all water rights

shall be forfeited for non-use for a period of five years, and that

any work of construction to utilize water shall be completed within

five years of the application for the water-right.

MAINE

In 1909 the Legislature passed a law creating a State Water
Storage Commission consisting of the Governor, the State land

ag<nt, and three citizens appointed by the Governor. The com-
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mission' was directed to appoint an engineer, and^ to proceed ag

follows:

(i) To collect information relative to the water powers of the

State, the flow of rivers and their drainage areas, etc.,

(2) To report a comprehensive and practical plan for the im-

provement and creation of such storage reservoirs as would tend

to develop and conserve the water powers of the State.

(3) To report on the existing development of the water powers

of the State.

(4) To prepare full hydrographic and other data for all such

water storage basins as the commission should be able to devise

plans either to improve or create; and to make estimates of the

increase in power that would be developed by the proposed dams

and reservoirs.

(5) To ascertain what townships or parts of townships could be

purchased by the State and the cost thereof for use as a forest re-

serve or for conserving the water powers of the State.

(6) To investigate the question of denuded, burnt over or bar-

ren lands, their extent and value, with a view to their purchase for

reforestation.

(7) To present said report to the Legislature by January 15'

1911.

An amount of $5,000.00 a year for two years was appropriated

for the work
—
"an amount wholly insuflScient for the tasks set

forth."

In compliance with the Act of 1909, the Water Storage Com-

mission made a report to the Legislature of 1911, in which, after

quoting from a speech made by Herbert Knox Smith, U. S. Com-

missioner of Corporations, made before the National Conserva-

tion Congress, the recommendations given below were made.

The quotation from Mr. Smith is as follows:

"Effective restraint imposed by competition on the control of water

power is becoming more and more improbable. There has been a marked

concentration of water power control in private hands, and this process

is advancing rapidly. Public regulation of water power, the only other

alternative, therefore, becomes a necessity.

" Consolidation of water powers within a marked area has certain prac-

tical and economic advantages. In some cases it is an actual conservation

of power.
" Suppose there are two independent power plants in two neighboring

communities where the demand in one community is mainly for power

during the day time and in the other at night. These plants can ad-

vantageously combine, throwing the surplus of their joint power by day
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to one place and by night to the other, thus bringing their normal load

in each case up nearer to the peals. Similarly, such coupling up is ob-

viously advantageous in two neighboring water sheds where the excess

water power occurs at different times.

"We have no reason to oppose such combinations of varying conditions

if it is accomplished by fair methods. We must simply be prepared to

regulate such monopolistic power as may result therefrom.

"The situation in the hydro-electric industry is, in brief, as follows:

" First, It deals with the basic necessity, and its importance inevitably

increases as the fixed supply of sources of other power decreases.

"Second. Substantial control of mechanical power means the exer-

cise of a function that is governmental in its effect on the public.

" Third. Driven by underlying economic and financial forces, concen-

tration of control of water power in private hands has proceeded very

rapidly. It is doubtful if anything can arrest this process, and a swift

advance to a far higher degree of concentration is entirely possible.

" Fourth. Any chance, then, of restraint by competition is rapidly dis-

appearing, certainly over given sections, and public regulations therefore,

are an imminent necessity.

"The nation and the State will have to use their full powers to meet

the water power situation. The most effective time to use them is be-

fore, not after, private rights accrue. The one certain method is for the

State or federal government, to retain its interest, or impose its conditions

at the inception, as a part of the grant. Then public control and private

rights go together, as they must if we are to safeguard the public interest

in water power.

"Let there be no unnecessary hampering of hydro- electric develop-

ment, but let the public be in on the ground floor at the start, for at the

start the public must grant the power and for all time the public will

be the party chiefly interested in its use.

"Specifically:

"First—The status quo of powers still controlled by the nation or

state should be maintained until we know what we have, and can act

intelligently thereon.

"Second—No grant should be made except for a fixed period, with at

least the reserved right to readjust terms at the end thereof. That period,

however, should be long enough to permit adequate financing and complete
development.

"Third—Complete pubhcity of accounts and transactions should be
required as well as a record of cost, and the real relation of investment
of stock and bond issue.

" Fourth—Fowei to revoke the grant for breach of conditions should
be lodged in a specified authority. Otherwise there will always be the

possibility of protracted litigation to determine the status.

Fifth—So far as is possible, direct provision should be made against
excessive charges and monopolistic abuse.
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"Sixth—Public authorities should reserve such constitutional compen-

sation or rental as will establish the principle of underlying public interest.

"Seventh—All public easements of navigation, fisheries, etc., should

be safeguarded.

"Eighth—In case of new grants, all these provisions should be made
conditions of the grant.

"Finally, the purpose and probable effect on the public of any gra^t

should be first fully ascertained and carefully considered, in order to de-

termine whether public interest justifies beyond a reasonable doubt the

surrender by the public of even a part of its power over this great public

resource. Where reasonable doubt exists, the slatiis quo should be main-'

tained."

The recommendations of the Commission were as follows:

"First—To require every person, firm or corporation, contemplating

the construction of a dam for the storage of water or the development

of water power in the State, to submit their plans to the Commission and

obtain the approval of the Commission before beginning the construction.

"Second—To require every person, firm or corporation applying for

a charter for the development of storage or water power, to submit their

plans to the Commission for approval before beignning construction; to

provide for practically the same requirements in the case of agreements for

the merger or consolidation of two or more corporations for the same pur-

pose; to require the approval of the Commission in all cases of sale, assign-

ment, disposition or transfer of any franchise of a company formed for

the development of storage or water power.

"Third—To assess and collect fees annually for all franchises of water

power which may be granted hereafter by the State, the amount of assess-

ment being on a sliding scale and based either on the gross receipts of

the company, or on the horse power proposed to be developed.

"Fourth—To assume control and regulation of all reservoirs now built
'

or that will be built by private parties on lands in part or in whole con-

trolled by the State, known as public lots or State lands, and on all great

ponds and lakes of the State, taking care in such legislation not to in-

juriously affect vested rights."

The only action taken by the Legislature of 191 1 was to revise

the laws of 1909 by consolidating the Water Storage Commission

and the State Survey Commission. The recommendations above

had been formulated into a bill by Mr. C. C. Babb, the Chief

Engineer of the Commission, but the bill was introduced too late

in the session to receive consideration.

"The bill is bunded largely upon a decision of the Supreme

Court of the State (90 Maine, 577) as follows:

"The waters of the great ponds and lakes are not private property;

the State owns the ponds as public property held in trust for public use;
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it has not only the ownership of the soil, but also the right to control

and regulate the public uses to which the ponds shall be applied; the au-

thority of the State to control waters of great ponds and determine the

uses to which they may be applied, is a governmental power and the gov-

ernmental powers of the State are never lost by mere non-use."

T he bill has not yet been enacted into law.

PENNSYLVANIA.

The laws of Pennsylvania relating to water and water power

companies are too lengthy for even a complete digest to be made

here; they may be found codified in the Annual Report of the Wa-

ter Supply Commission of that State for 1909, wherein they occupy

77 pages. For our purpose it is sufficient to cite those laws where-

by the State has established its system of conservation of water

and water power.

The first of these is the Act of April 13, 1905, which states that

" No water or water power company, hereafter incorporated under

any law, shall have power or exercise the right of eminent domain,

as respects the appropriation of the streams, rivers or waters of

this commonwealth, or any of them, nor the land covered thereby."

This act affects all water and water power companies incorporated

subsequently to its passage.

On the 4th of May, 1905, an Act was approved by which the Wa^-

ter Supply Commission was created. The Commission consists

of five members, the Commissioner of Health, the Commissioner

of Forestry, and three others appointed by the Governor. The

Act gives the Commission jurisdiction over the water supply of

the State, directs them to employ an engineer and such other as-

sistants as are necessary, provides that no water company shall

be thereafter incorporated without the approval of the Commis-
sion, directs the Commission to collect information relative to the

water supply of the State and to recommend future legislation

for the conservation, etc., of the water supply, and finally appro-

priates $40,000.00 to the use of the Commission.

The next Act is that of May 28, 1907. This law provides that

no dam, wall, pier or other obstruction shall be built by any person

or company without first securing the approval of the Water
Storage Commission, nor in any manner shall they change or di-

minish the course, current or cross-section of any stream declared

by the State to be a public stream without such approval.

The third is that approved on the 7th of June, 1907. This law
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is entitled, "An Act to require all water and water power companies

hereafter incorporated, or hereafter formed by merger and consoli-

dation, or hereafter purchasing the property and franchises of

any other such company, to designate the exact source of their

supply of water or water power; and to require all existing water

and water power companies, merging and consolidating or pur-

chasing the property and franchises of any other such company,
to accept the provisions of this act, and of the act approved April

thirteenth, 1905, entitled An Act providing that the right of emi-

nent domain, as respects the appropriation of streams, rivers or

waters, or the land covered thereby, shall not be exercised by water

companies incorporated under law, and providing the manner in

which water and water power companies, subject to the provisions

of this act, may secure a new or additional source of supply for

their water or water power."

Section i provides that from and after the passage of the act

no application for a charter for a corporation for the supply of

water or water power shall be approved by the Governor unless

said application has first been submitted to and has received the

approval of the Commission; nor unless the said application shall

contain a statement of the name of the stream from which it is

proposed to take or use water or water power, and the location of

points on said stream between which it is to be taken.

Section 2 provides that no agreement for the merger and con-

solidation of two or more corporations whether formed prior to

or subsequent to the passage of this law for the supply, storage and

transportation of water or water power shall be approved by the

Governor unless said agreement shall first have received the ap-

proval of the Commission, nor unless the agreement shall stipu-

late that the parties thereto forfeit and surrender the right of

eminent domain, nor unless each of the parties thereto shall have

filed with the Commission a written acceptance both of this act

and that of April 13, 1905, agreeing to be subject to and bound by

the provisions of both of the acts with like effect as if said corpora-

tions had been formed subsequently to the passage of both of said

acts.

In Section 3 provision is made that no sale, transfer, assign-

ment or conveyance of the franchises or property of one corpora-

tion to another corporation shall be valid except in accordance

with conditions similar to those laid down in section 2 for consoli-

dations.
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Section 4, finally, provides that no new or additional source of

supply for its water or water power may hs drawn upon by any

company or corporation except upon conditions similar to those

enumerated in section 2, and providing further that such privileges

shall not be granted if their granting would be prejudicial to the

interests of the State in such source of supply if needed for the

promoting of any system of inland navigation.

A fourth act, approved June 15, 191 1, was passed which has to

do with the time within which water or water power companies

shall begin and complete their works. It requires the approval

of the Water Supply Commission to any extension of time for

beginning construction beyond two years and for completing be-

yond five years, and provides for the annulment of charters of

companies violating this law.
'

OREGON.

A water law was passed in 1909 which places the control of the

streams in a Board of Control headed by the State Engineer.

Proof of appropriation of water is made to the Board of Control

with payment of a fee of $1.00 for recording the water right certifi-

cate, and 25 cents for each theoretical horse power up to 100,

and 15 cents for each horse power up from 100 to 1,000, 5 cents for

each horse power between 1,000 and 2,000 and 2 cents for each

horse power in excess of 2,000 horse power. The law in full

follows

:

An .\ct providing for granting franchises of water power by the state, and col-

lecting fees therefor.

Be it enacted by the people of the State of Oregon:

Section i. All water within the state frcm all sources of water supply

belongs to the public.

Section 2. That every person, firm or corporation, except municipal

corporations (hereinafter called the appropriator) , who shall appropriate

water after the passage of this act, for the purpose of applying the same to

the development of power,, shall during the life of such appropriation as

fixed herein pay to the State of Oregon not less than twenty-five cents or

more than two dollars per annum in advance, on or before the second day
of January of each year, for each and every horse power represented by the

said appropriation. The amount of the payment shall be determined by
the Board of Control, and adjusted from time to time, based upon the

percentage of power appropriated which is put to beneficial use. For
the purpose of this act, a horse power is hereby defined to be 550 pounds
of water per second of time for each foot of available fall.
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Section 3. The appropriator shall pay to the Board of Control the

fees required by Section 2 of this act, proportionate to the remainder of

the current year, and no appropriation of water for power purposes shall

be deemed complete until such pajonent of fee is made. Immediately

upon receipt of such fees the Board of Control shall pay them over to the

State Treasurer, taking his receipt therefor, who shall place the same in

the general fund of the State treasury. On or before the second day of

January of each year thereafter, e\ery appropriator of water for power

purposes shall forward to the Board of Control the fees provided for in

Section 2 of this act.

Section 4. Upon the completion of the appropriation of water for power

purposes, as now or hereafter provided by law, and compliance with the

provisions of this act, the appropriator thereof shall ovra and enjoy all

the uses thereof so long as he pays the annual fees therefor, herein required

for a term not exceeding forty years from the date of appropriation, and

shall have a preference right to reappropriate such water under such con-

ditions as may be prescribed by law at the expiration of such term of

years provided all fees shall have been paid. If any appropriator shall

fail to pay any annual fee, or shall fail or refuse to renew the appropria tion

at its expiration, the State shall have a preference lien therefor prior

to all other liens or claims, except for taxes, upon the improvements of

the appropriator for developing and applying such appropriation of water

and the real estate upon which the same are located, and upon notice

from the Board of Control, the Attorney General shall proceed to fore-

close the lien and collect any unpaid fees in the same manner as other

liens or real property are foreclosed, and the water shall be again subject

to appropriation.

Section 5. Any person, firm or corporation who believes himself or

itself injured in any material right by any decision of the Board of Con-

trol shall have the right of appeal from such decision to the circuit court

for the county in which the proposed appropriation of water is situated.

Section 6. In case the Board of Control is not created by law, with

power to supervise the appropriation, distribution and use of the water

of the State, then the duties imposed upon the Board of Control, as pre-

scribed by this act, shall devolve upon and be assumed by the State

Engineer.

Filed in the office of the Secretary of State February 24, 1909.

WISCONSIN.

The water power law of Wisconsin, enacted during the session

of 1913, is the outcome of some years of agitation for State control

and ultimate ownership of water power development. A law to

effect this end was passed by the Legislature of 1911, but among

its provisions were some of doubtful constitutionality; and in

January, 191 2, the State Supreme Court annulled it upon the

grounds of unconstitutionality. The present law follows closely
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its predecessor, omitting, however, the provisions to wh'ch excep-

tion had been taken.

The law vests the administrative control of all water power,

whether developed or undeveloped, in the State Railroad Com-

mission. In brief, it provides the conditions under which the

Commission shall grant charters or franchises, limits the terms of

such franchises, provides against the possibility of unlawful com-

binations, trusts and agreements whereby to limit the output of

power or control its price ; fixes a nominal annual charge for fran-

chises; provides for the State or for municipalities taking over

water power developments by condemnation, if after a definite

period has elapsed the public good requires it; and provides that

compensation shall be for the full value of the comdemned prop-

erty, but allows nothing for the franchise value in the event of

such taking. Nominally the law relates to water powers in navi-

gable streams only, but there is in it one clause which apparently

virtually extends the control of the Commission to all water

powers.

More in detail, the law may be paraphrased as follows:

The Railroad Commission is authorized to employ a Hydraulic

Engineer and such other assistants as may be needed; to make a

complete hydrographic survey of all navigable rivers; to inspect

and control all river improvements and water power developments;

to investigate all existing dams and franchises; to approve all

locations and plans for the building of dams and all plans for the

improvement of existing plants, and to supervise the work of con-

struction and the operation of the same; to regulate the level and

flow of water in navigable streams; to supervise the methods of

accounting and approve expenditures and outlays of water power

companies; to approve contracts for the sale of water power, and

to approve the price paid for water power property and the price

paid for the construction of power plants. The law specifies that

all dam owners except municipalities shall pay an annual fee not

to exceed lo cents per theoretical horse power of capacity of the

plant at ordinary river stage; and after the expiration of 30 year?

from the passage of the act, it provides that the State may increase

the amount of the annual fee collected. The owners of dams are

required to maintain the dams and all appurtenances in good re-

pair, subject to constant supervision by the Commission.

At the expiration of the 30-year period the Commission may
require that any power which has been sold and transmitted out-
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side the State or at distances within the State rem ate from the

power site, shall be sold and delivered within the State, at points

reasonably near the dam site.

The grantee of a franchise must agree to develop at the selected

site all the power that can be developed there, and to install

auxiliary steam power if so directed by the Commission. F ran-

chises may be granted to residents of the State only. Franchises

may not be transferred or assigned to any foreign corporation, nor

will any transfer or assignment be valid unless with the approval

of the Commission.

Franchises for the development of power at a site where more

than 250 horse power is susceptible of development shall not be

granted except to municipalities or to corporations organized un-

der this law, and then only for the improvement of navigation and

the development of power for sale to the public. Any water power

development may be acquired for public municipal purposes by

any municipality by condemnation proceedings. In appraising

a water power property no allowance shall be made for the value of

the power site as such, or for the franchise value. At the expira-

tion of the 30 year period the State (if it shall have the constitu-

tional power) may acquire the property of the corporation at the

cost of then reproducing the plant, as determined by the Com-

mission. The clause of the law prohibiting mergers and combina-

tions in restraint of trade reads as follows:

"If any improvement, maintained under any franchise

granted pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall

be owned, leased, trusteed, possessed, or controlled by any

device permanently, temporarily, directly, indirectly,

tacitly, or in any manner whatsoever so that the same form

a part of, or in any way affect any combination in the form

of an unlawful trust, or form the subject of any contract

or conspiracy to limit the output of any hydraulic or hydro-

electric power derived therefrom, the State may take pos-

session by proceedings instituted by the Commission as in

cases of receivership, and in such proceedings the members

of the commission shall be appointed to act as receivers

during such period as the court may determine."
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UNITED STATES REGULATIONS COVERING WATER POWER DEVELOP-

MENT WITHIN FOREST RESERVES.*

Water power permits are given, but these convey only the priv-

ilege of occupancy and use of land. No attempt is made to adju-

dicate water rights since these are acquired under State laws

and adjudicated by the courts. Water power permits ordinarily

terminate at the expiration of 50 years, but the expiring permit is

held to be an application for a new permit to occupy and use the

land mentioned in the original.

"Preliminary" permits are made to allow the occupancy of the

land within national forests for securing data required in making

an application for final permit and for such construction as is

necessary to preserve water appropriation during the early period.

Only the final water power permits allow the occupancy and use

of land for construction, maintenance and operation of works, the

main purpose of which is generation of electric power.

There is a class of development termed "non-commercial water

power" work, covering developments used solely for the operation

of mines or in the milling and reduction of ores, as auxiliary to

irrigation works, temporarily in the construction of other works

for which privileges have been granted, or for municipalities and
municipal purposes.

No charge is made for occupancy and use of land for non-com-
mercial work. For commercial projects the permit is conditional

on the payment of an annual charge based on the value for power
purposes of such land, the measure of value for power being the

"net power capacity" of the work. The rates of charge for each

net electrical horse power per year vary from 10 cents to $1.00

for the first ten years and remain constant at $1.00 for succeed-

ing years.

The "net power capacity" on which charges are based is deter-

mined by the following deductions from "gross power capacity" of

the entire works: (i) An amount bearing approximately the same
ratio to the storage power of the reservoir or reservoirs as the area

of unreserved and patented lands within the flood lines bears to

the total area within flood lines; (2) an amount bearing the same
ratio which the difference between gross power capacity and pa-
tented lands bears to the total length of conduit; (3) a further de-

*From Engineering Xews, Vol. LXVIII, p 844.
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duction amounting to the square of distance of primary transmis-

sion multiplied by the factor o.ooi, the deduction not to exceed

25 per cent, however.

The "gross power capacity" from which deductions are made is

interpreted to mean the power capacity of the entire works to be

constructed, maintained, or operated under the permit, based on

the estimated average annual station output in electrical horse

power under continuous operation, with a reasonable load factor

and with the use of all available water falling through the maxi-

murri effective head, -with proper deductions for reasonable me-

chanical and electrical losses in the generating machinery.

Preliminary permits are granted usually for a period not to

exceed two years, though they are drawn up according to the cir-

cumstances of each particular case. When the time prescribed

by State statutes, in which construction must begin in order to

maintain water-rights, is insuflScient to prepare a final applica-

tion before beginning construction, a clause is inserted in the pre-

liminary permit allowing construction to proceed to an extent suf-

ficient to permit compliance with State law. To prevent specu-

lators holding the sites uiider preliminary permits, an annual

charge is made during the term of the preliminary permit calcu-

lated on the basis of the estimated capacity of the proposed works

and at the rates already noted. When the final application is

filed in accordance with the terms of the preliminary permit, pay-

ments made under the preliminary permit are credited upon pay-

ments to become due under the final one.

On the failure of a permitee to comply with the terms of a pre-

liminary permit, the preliminary permit is terminated and no other

application covering the same or adjacent lands is received from

the same applicant for one year subsequent to the termination.

On receipt of an application which is in whole or in part included

in an existing permit, the applicant is informed of the conflict

and he is given an opportunity to amend his application to avoid

the conflict, or he is enabled to renew his application at the ter-

mination of any existing permit which may be lost.
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APPENDIX B.

DIGEST OF PROCEDURES AND LAWS OF OTHER COUN-

TRIES WITH REFERENCE TO WATER POWER.

CANADA.

In May, 1906, the Legislative Assembly of the Province of On-

tario enacted a law "to provide for the Transmission of Electrical

Power to Municipalities." It is called the "Power Commission

Act."

This law created the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-

tario, to be the executive body to carry its provisions into effect.

The Commission was directed to inquire into "the present and

probable demand for electric power in the various districts

capable of being supplied from the water powers of the Province;

the location, capacity and cost of development of the undeveloped

water powers; the cost of the electrical transmission of power;

the rates that must be charged for the sale of power; the capital

cost, present value, etc., of the existing developments."

Among other things, the act provided that upon application

being made to the Commission for power by any municipality,

the Commission should ascertain the rate at which such power

could be supplied, and if the power were required, should enter

into contract to supply the municipality therewith. The Com-
mission was empowered also to supply power to railway companies

and distributing companies.

The act further provides that the Lieutenant-Governor is em-

powered upon recommendation of the Commission to authorize

the Commission from time to time to purchase, lease, or expro-

priate without the consent of the owners thereof any existing water

power development or trans missicn line or other works or property

deemed necessary for the purposes of the Commission.

Provision is made whereby the municipalities receiving power

shall pay only the cost of the same; but this cost includes the pro-

portionate share of interest at 4 p er cent, on capital costs, of a

thirty year amortization of such c ost, and of the cost of operation,

maintenance and insurance of all such works as the Commission

may need to construct or acquire. The Commission fixes the rates
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at which power shall be resold by the municipalities or the dis-

tributing companies supplied.

The act provides that municipalities, towns and villages may,
by referendum vote, raise money by the sale of bonds for the pur-
pose of erecting such works or distribution system as may be requi-

site for receiving and utilizing such power as the Commission con-

tracts to furnish to it.

In 1907, the act was amended in certain minor details. In

1908, an act was passed validating all contracts made by the Com-
mission, including the now famous contract for 100,000 horse

power to be supplied to the Commission by the Ontario Power
Company of Niagara Falls, and including also contracts with nine-

teen cities, towns and villages for power to be supplied to them by
the Commission.

In 1909, and again in 1910, acts were passed further elaborating

and perfecting the Power Commission Act.

In 191 1, a supplementary act was passed which provided that

any tax payer living within any corporation not already supplied

with power by the Commission may require the Council of the

Corporation to make application in his behalf for a supply of power.

The act makes it mandatory upon the Commission thereupon to

furnish an estimate of the cost at which such power can be supplied

;

andjif such cost be acceptable to the applicant, the Corporation

is required to enter into contract with the Commission to receive

such power without first submitting the matter to a vote of the

citizens of the Corporation.

The Power Commission Act of 191 2 further enlarges the powers

of the Commission so as to enable it to undertake the improve-

ment and conservation of water powers and water privileges by

storage works, etc., and to enable it to acquire by purchase or

€xpropriation the whole or parts of distribution plants in munici-

palities which have entered into contracts with it for the supply

of power, and to turn the plant acquired over to the municipality.

The act extends the power of the Commission as to regulating the

construction, equipment, etc., of electric light and power plants

and services, practically placing the whole matter of the standardi-

zation of electrical equipment within the Province under the con-

trol of the Commission. It further gives to the Commission the

control o f rates and the methods of book-keeping by municipal

corporations operating distribution plants, and the power to di-
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rect the application of surplus receipts to one of the four accounts

specified in the act. A fine of $100.00 a day is assessed against

any corporation, company or individual for refusal or neglect to

obey and carry out any order or direction of the Commission.

The Commission is empowered to require either electric light,

heat or power companies or telegraph or telephone companies to

discontinue the use of overhead wires and to carry the wires in

underground conduits wherever in the opinion of the Commission

the protection of life, or property or the convenience of the public

so require.

All of these enactments have had the same trend; namely, to

strengthen the powers of the Commission and to extend its field of

activity and usefulness.

With a total expenditure of less than five million dollars, the

Commission is now supplying electricity to over thirty-six munici-

palities, including the city of Toronto, with a population of over

400,000, Ottowa with 90,000, Hamilton with 82,000, and London

with 48,000. It operates about 300 miles of high tension and 100

miles of low tension transmission lines and maintains a large mile-

age of distribution lines radiating from them. About 100 appli-

cations are now waiting further extensions of this system be-

fore they can be filledi The cost of electricity to the ultimate

consumer has been materially lessened, being in many instances

cut in half, with the result for example that in the City of Ottowa

electric lights are found in 98 per cent of the homes. Of the

population of Ottowa, one out of every five of the inhabitants is

a customer for electricity. By way of contrast, in Buffalo, N.

Y., one out of every 37 inhabitants consumes electricity, and in

New York City, one out of every 35. In Winnipeg, the cost of

domestic lighting has been reduced from 20 cents per kilowatt-

hour to 2.4 cents per kilowatt-hour; and electricity is sold for cook-

ing at the special rate of i cent per kilowatt-hour. In addition to

the system now being supplied from Niagara, seven other dis-

tricts are now being served, or plans are under way to serve them.

The following is quoted from the Second Annual Report of the

New York State Conservation Commission, pp. 135-137

:

"The work carried out by the Commission is a model of sub-

stantial, permanent, economical and completely successful con-

struction. The system is a pronounced physical, economicandfinan-

:ial success, and is up to the last minute, or leads, in every detail.
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" The results of the operations of the Hydro-Electric Commission
are:

1. The householder, merchant and manufacturer are getting

double the power at the same total cost as formerly paid.

2. The cities and villages are much better lighted than before

at less total cost.

3. The per capita cost of distribution plants in the cities varies

from $5 to $10.

4. At least in those places where results are available, the incomes

are sufficient to cover all charges, so that these results have been

attained without the imposition of any additional taxes.

5. With increasing use, decreasing charges will be possible, so

that further reductions in rates are practically certain to follow.

6. In nearly all cases these results have been achieved without

detriment to local companies, so far as can be judged by their

reports and the prices of their securities.

7. The savings to the consumers during the first year of opera-

tion have been estimated at $2,000,000.

"The competition and the example of the Hydro-Electric Com-
mission has led to increased efficiency in the management of com-

peting private companies. Having a monopoly, and the ever-

present fear of showing too great earnings, there had been little

inducement for the old companies to apply the principles of scien-

tific management to their business. Current was sold on the basis

of what the traffic would bear. The hydro power is sold on the

basis of cost of service, and in meeting the competition the com-

panies have adopted the san^e rates, with the result that undesir-

able contracts costing more than they returned have been elim-

inated. In other matters than rates, the analysis and study in-

duced by real unescapable competition have shown where large

benefits can be secured at little or no cost. The competition is

not intended to be destructive on the part of the municipalities,

but simply regulative, and has resulted in healthy tissue in the

place of the dry rot induced by monopoly.

"To bring these results to the homes and business of a million

people has required the use of a surprisingly small quantity of

power, the maximum thus far (October i, 1912) used on the entire

•Niagara district system having been less than 28,000 horse power.

"Anyone looking for something from which future disaster to

either the provincial hydro-electric scheme or the municipal dis-
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tribution of the energy can be predicted, is likely to be disappointed

if he gives fair consideration to the facts as they exist, and the

-general economic problems that the scheme is designed to solve.

It needs no professional to see that mechanically the lines and works

are of the highest order of excellence, while the few interruptions

to service show their efficiency. The excellence of the installa-

tions is too apparent to be disputed, and even those hit hardest by

the competition introduced are compelled to admit this feature

of the hydro-electric scheme. Proof of the superior quality of the

Hydro-Electric Commission's plant was furnished on July s, 191 2,

when a severe electric storm put the equipment of the Toronto

Electric Company out of service for five hours and fifteen minutes.

The street railway and lighting systems of the private companies

were shut down, but no interruption of the service to customers

of the hydro system occurred.

"With all these features of excellence and success, there is

coupled that of financial stability. The general system has met

all of its obligations, and has $50,000 laid aside for depreciation

account. At the same time the contracting municipalities have

been treated leniently, and the last cent has not been required in

any case. An example of this is the non-enforcement of the clause

of the contracts requiring the cities to pay for three-fourths the

amount contracted for whether used or not. The amount ised

has been the basis of payment in every case."

ITALY.

The following summary is taken from the Report of the Minne-

sota State Drainage Commission:

The Waters (except very small streams) are public property,

franchises for development being issued by the national govern-

ment. The franchise stipulates the conditions, use and rental and

the quantity of water granted. It stipulates the requisite guaran-

tee in favor of agriculture, industry or public health. The period

within which the development must be made is fixed. Franchises

must not be granted for more than thirty years, but can be re-

newed. Provision relative to safety is made for closing of gates

during floods, etc.

If during the life of the franchise the regimen of the water cours e

is changed in the public interest, the nation is not held to any
indemnity in favor of the grantee, who in such event has a right
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merely to a proportionate reduction or cancellation of rental.

The rental (presumably annual) is fixed at 55 cents per horse power
in industrial divisions.

Where two applications for a franchise are made preference is

shown the first applicant. The higher rights of the nation may
either oppose ah individual application or accord the preference

to a later applicant among a number of concurrent applications.

In connection with the foregoing paragraph, proposed legisla-

tion is as follows:

Whenever application is made for a franchise for a power devel-

opment, an examination by a permanent special commission shall

be made to determine whether any legitimate public interest or

any present or future need of the nation interferes with the grant-

ing of the franchise. If the decision of said commission is favor-

able, the examination of the application in the regular manner
immediately follows. If the decision is unfavorable, the minister

of public works shall, after consultation with the higher council

and the council of state render a decree deciding whether the ex-

amination of the application shall proceed. By means of such a

decree, the minister can, if necessary, ultimately prevent all con-

cessions to individuals in a certain river basin, section or lake over

which he has control.

If the nation finds it desirable to utilize or to reserve any water

powers for the sake of public service, the competent administra-

tion, or a deputy named for that special purpose, shall present a

preliminary plan containing a technical exposition of the purpose,

nature, object and utility of the work- to be established or of the

reservation. This plan shall be submitted by the minister to

the permanent special commission aforesaid, and in accordance

with its advice and that of the higher board of public works, af-

ter consultation with the council of state, he shall decide by a

special decree the appropriation or reservation of the power privi-

leges required for public service. In case an afiirmative decision

is reached, individual claims that are inconsistent with the govern-

ment project shall be nullified, irrespective of the state of ad-

vancement of construction.

In order to reduce the chances for monopoly and speculation

the proposed law stipulates as follows:

The grantee of a water right can be authorized by a decree of

nvestiture to form either a syndicate or a civil or commercial
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company for the exploitation of his franchise, provided he remains

connected with it up to the time of the organization of the company,

and provided that the organization is effected within a period of

six months from the date at which the grant went into effect.

It is forbidden, under penalty of forfeiture, to transfer to a third

party a franchise for a water right in any other manner before such

franchise shall have been entirely utilized.

The conclusion of the same article contains the following new

condition relative to municipal franchises:

Municipalities may reconvey to third parties the development

of water power rights vested in them for the benefit of public serv-

ice, such as electric lighting, railway traction, and for domestic

or hygienic purposes, provided they follow a simple system of re-

imbursement of expenses of development over and above the in-

terest and amortization of capital used, to the total exclusion of

all speculation. No streams can be used without a permit from

the government and then only upon payment to the government.

All rights to the use of water power development are limited to a

reasonable period. Applications for permits are considered by a

special commission, which may refuse the permit where the use to

which the water is to be put is regarded as inferior to some other

possible use.

SWITZERLAND.

After some years of agitation in favor of governmental control

of water power, an amendment to the federal constitution to pro-

vide for such control was first favorably passed upon by the Fed-

eral Assembly, and was then submitted on October 25, 1908, to

a referendum vote of the people. The amendment was carried

by the decisive vote of 305,000 to 56,000.

In accordance with this amendment, the utilization of water

power passed under the supreme supervision of the Confederation,

the provisions of the legislation being briefly as follows: Federal

legislation shall prescribe the general regulations which shall be

deemed necessary to safeguard the public interest and to assure the

wise utilization of water power. Full regard shall be paid to the

interests of internal navigation. When a section of a stream need-

ed for a single power project forms a part of the boundary of the

country itself or of two of the cantons (the cantons correspond to

our states), authority for granting a franchise for its utilization

lies wholly with the central government, and the central govern-
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ment fixes the fees and rental chargeable for its use. Provision

is made, however, for a hearing to be given to the cantons espe-

cially interested. When the power site lies wholly within one

canton, the regulation of it and the granting of the franchise rests

with such canton, subject however to the general regulations of

the central governing body. The transmission and distribution

of electrical power is subject to control by the Confederation, and

it may by no means be transmitted out of the country without

specific authorization from the central government, and then only

for a limited period.

For the purpose of elaborating the details of these simple re-

quirements, a commission of experts, a galaxy of very distinguished

engineers, counsellors of state, chief justices, professors and others,

was brought together, and nearly three and a half years were con-

sumed by the deliberations of this august body. To harmonize

the action of the central government with the divers laws and reg-

ulations already in force in many of the cantons proved to be a

perplexing task; and to mete out justice to all, to stimulate the

prompt utilization of all the available water power of the country,

and yet to protect the people against excessive charges for their

meed of power, and to prevent financial manipulations and spec-

ulation, altogether called for a high order of statesmanship in

perfecting the final draft of the regulations. The final law was

promulgated on April 19, 1912. A careful reading of this law can-

not fail to impress one with the reasonableness of its provisions.

The law numbers 64 articles, grouped into four chapters, entitled

respectively: (i) The Right of Disposition; (2) tftilization of

Water Courses; (3) Concerning Water Power Franchises; and

(4) Administrative Measures.

The law fixes the maximum royalty to be paid for water power

franchises at 3 francs per theoretical horse power per year, and

provides for a decrease in the royalty in instances where storage

reservoirs are built by private corporations. The full charge

does not go into effect at once, but is gradually increased to the

full amount at the end of six years, counting from the time when

power is first generated. Franchises are limited to 80 years as a

maximum. The Confederation itself may utilize any power site

for national purposes, or any Canton for its own public require-

ments. No development not in accord with the broadest scheme

for the rational development of a given stream will be authorized.
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The law provides for the formation of co-operative organiza-

tions of franchise holders on a given power stream for the construc-

tion and maintenance of storage basins for their mutual benefit.

A public utility requiring to use a given power site may be

granted the right of eminent domain, but private rights are care-

fully guarded by the requirement of the payment of full indemnity.

The natural beauty of streams is given due consideration, and

power houses must not be made unsightly.

The possibility of monopoly of water power is entirely precluded

as well as the charging of excessive rates for power, by provisions

•requiring power companies to make full reports to the govern-

ment covering their fiscal affairs.

FRANCE.

Some measure of governmental regulation of water power de-

velopment has been in force in France since the year 1851, and from

time to time the control by the government has been rendered more

complete. Water powers which may in the future serve for the

electrification of the railways (which are all owned by the govern-

ment) are held as inalienable national assets, and the development

of others is based on government concessions, with rental charges.

The last law of which we have knowledge bears date of July

7, 1908. The law takes cognizance of the different economic

relations of private plants and public plants. Private- plants

are those which develop power solely to serve the industrial needs

of a particular establishment, and whose operation thus affects

only private interests. These plants are subject to government

regulation, and are established and maintained under a govern-

ment authorization, which is limited to a 30-year period, subject

however to renewal.

A public plant is that of a company generating power to sell

or to operate any public utility. It operates under a franchise,

and like other public utilities is subject to regulation by the proper

Public Service Commission. It may exercise the right of eminent

domain; and in dealing with it as to regulation of policy, fixing

the amount of royalty to be paid, limiting the duration of the

grant, the goveirnment seeks to "permit the realization of legiti-

mate profits while restricting the operation to its essential charac-

ter of a public service." We reproduce here the discussion of the

details of the law by M. Louis Barthov, Minister of Public Works,
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Post OfBces and Telegraphs, and M. J. Caillaux, Minister of Fi-

nance, and submitted by them to the French Parliament.

Articles i and 2.

" After setting forth in Article i the principle of the classification

of plants, the lawgives, in Article 2, the definitions of the two classes.

It appeared that the true criterion should be sought in the purpose

itself of the plant and not in the importance of the power which

it utilizes. A paper mill or a flour mill, even though they be of

considerable extent and utilize a large amount of power, remain

none the less private establishments and the State grants to them
the same advantages as to plants of more modest proportions

but which are established with a view of serving industrial needs

,

and on occasion, the public services of an entire region.

"It will be noticed that Article 2 discriminates two different

classes of public plants. Besides those which are founded espe-

cially with a view of selling energy to the public, there are those

which have been created as an adjunct to a public service (railway

or street-car, for example). Although they do not deal in energy,

they partake of the character of public services, to which they are

related. They are then in the first class of public plants.

Article j.

"Article 3 maintains the present legislation with reference to

private plants, modified only by an additional provision which

puts an end to the unlimited franchise at present in force.

"The maximum duration which it has appeared advisable to

assign to authorizations (the proper term to apply to private plants,

the word concession being reserved to public plants) has been fixed

at thirty years. It is a period of time long enough to assure to

the proprietor the means of obtaining all necessary benefit from his

authorization.

"The expiration of the grant should not, however, necessarily

and automatically bring about the eviction of the proprietor.

The state aims to reassume its liberty of action, but in the great

majority of cases it will be entirely disposed to grant to the pro-

prietor the benefit of a new authorization, either upon another

basis or on the same conditions as in the past.

Article 4.

"Without creating distinctions absolutely unjustified, it is not

possible to permit the existing plants to continue to exist under
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the regime of unlimited franchises while those which are to be

established will be subject to a limited grant. Article 4 fixes the

duration of authorizations at present in force at thirty years,

from the date of promulgation of the law. In this there is not

any violation of the principle of non-retroactivity of laws, regard-

ing the past; the article under discussion provides only for the

future, that is to say for a period in which no right can have been

established, in view of the essentially uncertain and precarious

nature of the enjoyment which the proprietor could exercise in

virtue of his title.

Article 5

"The utilization of water power involves, in the very nature of

things, uncertainties and variations. In the first place, the

quantity of water conceded, which is to be fixed taking account

of the minimum flow of the stream so as to assure to the plant a

minimum energy constant, may at times exceed the needs of the

plant. On the other hand, the development does not necessarily

absorb all the energy produced, and may leave a residue to be dis-

posed of which it may be possible to use to advantage. It would be

contrary to the principles of good administration to prevent the

proprietor of a private plant from taking advantage of these re-

sources and putting them at the disposition of the public. Ar-

ticle 5 aims to regulate the situation. It imposes on the proprietor

of the plant the obligation of an administrative authorization.

This formality seemed necessary to prevent the private plant

transforming itself surreptitiously and irregularly into a public

plant.

Article 6.

"Taking up the question of public plants, Article 6 decides that

franchises shall be subject to the imposition of a tax and of a

schedule of charges conforming to a determined model. There
can, in fact, be no question of specifying in the law the detailed

requirements to which the grantee must conform; it is to a type-

regulation, drawn up under direction of the Council of State, that

this duty should be left, as was done for the law of June 11, 1880,

in the matter of street railways and by the law of June 15, 1906,
in the matter of the distribution of energy.

"It seems useless to enter here into the details of the diverse

questions which the schedule of typical charges will have to decide

We will say only that there will be found there in the new law.
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all that the water regulations in the present legislation provide

for; namely as follows: (i) Precautions suitable for preventing

as far as possible speculation and monopolization for which water
power may offer opportunity. (2) Measures to be enacted for

the effective utilization of the concession. (3) Conditions to be
fulfilled for safeguarding the general interests (national defence,

public health, navigation, food supply of populations, freedom of

movement to fish, protection of landscapes, etc.) Besides these

clauses of a general character, will be found provisions entirely

special to the enterprise considered. (4) Duration; there can

be no question here of proceeding by a general measure, and it

is necessary to take account of circumstances peculiar to each

enterprise (cost of installation, expense of development, probable

profits of the enterprise), in such a way as to assign the proper

duration to the period of amortization. (5) Reservations in the

interest of public services. (6) Time beginning with which the

sharing of the profits may be claimed by the State, and conditions

of this sharing. (6) Restitutions in kind or damages in a manner

to be stipulated for injured third parties. (8) Interval for exe-

' cution of works, forfeits, etc., etc.

"It was not possible to impose on plants forming part of enter-

prises of public utility a regulation which would be in disagree-

ment with the character of their charter, that is to say, the act

which has declared of public utility the work to which they are

related as accessories. Thus Article 6 provides for plants of a very

exceptional nature, the elaboration of a special type, to be like-

wise submitted to the Council of State, and whose provisions will

have to regulate the operation of the plant only in that which may
not relate directly to the primary purpose of the latter.

Article 7.

"Article 7 formulates the principle of the relation of public

plants to concessions of public works; it does not call for special

comment, since it is limited to providing for the application in

these circumstances of a very familiar system.

Article 8

"The new law has, in Article 8, extended to hydraulic plants the

benefits of aqueduct and water supply easements which the laws

of April 29, 1845, and July 11, 1847, had established in the sole

interest of irrigation enterprises.
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"However, the aqueduct easement has only been admitted when

the water is carried underground; the establishment of canals open

to the sky, of the importance of those which would have to be

anticipated today, involves, not only a radical transformation of

the locality, but even a veritable dispossession which could only

be authorized in the forms and under the conditions provided in

connection with expropriation.

"The regulations to be observed for the exercise of easements

created by Article 8^, and the manner of regulating indemnities are

those admitted by the law of June 15, 1906, in the matter of the

distribution of electric energy."

Articles g and 10..

"The relations of concessions of public plants to concessions of

public works necessarily involved the taking by eminent domain

of establishments thus created and their being taken over by the

State at the termination of the concession. In formulating this

double rule, Articles 9 and 10 simply draw the logical conclusion

from the principle which makes of the grantee simply a temporary

holder of the delegated authority of the State.

Article 11.

"As we have said above, plants exist which are public because

they depend upon enterprises of public utility, of the character

of which it is impossible not to make them partake. It has some-

times been questioned whether these concessions have the right

to employ a part of their power in services other than those which

were explicitly specified in the declaration of public utility. Ar-

ticle II has for its object to put an end to these uncertainties.

There is in this simply a discerning administrative act. In per-

mitting, for example, the plant which operates a street railway to

sell energy in excess of the needs of the specified use, a double

advantage is gained. On the one hand is rendered possible the

sale to the public of quantities of energy which will generally be

furnished at a rather low figure, since it is a question, for the power
plant, if not of getting rid of waste, at least of realizing a profit

on secondary power which might have been lost. On the other

hand, the often important addition of these supplementary profits

will permit the administration to demand and the grantee to accept

conditions of exploitation more advantageous for the public.
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Article 12.

"Article 12 determines the sphere of application of the law.

It might be asked a priori on what grounds this determination

was necessary.

"In addition to canals for navigation constructed or conceded

by the State, and water courses of the public domain, there are the

rivers and streams navigable or suitable to flotation classed by

Article 538 C. C, and whose nomenclature was fixed by the ordi-

nance of July 10, 183s, modified by subsequent decrees of classi-

fication or reclassification. 'Although it was rendered in view of

the application of the law of April 15, 1829, on fishing in streams,'

we read in the Treatise on the Domaine of de Recy (No. 280),

'this ordinance is not the less considered as having a general appli-

cation and as having determined the water courses which present

in all respects the domanial character.'

"This interpretation, admitted by the doctrine, has been like-

wise accepted by jurisprudence, as is testified to by several de-

crees of the Council of State. 'Considering,' says one of these

decisions, 'that it follows from the examination that the Gra-

velle branch is fed by the waters of the Marne, which figures

throughout its course in the Department of the Seine in the table of

rivers navigable, and suitable to flotation attached to the ordinance of

July 10, 1835, that no subsequent act having operated to the re-

classification of this branch it should be considered as forming

a part of the said river . . .
.'

"On the other hand, the doctrine teaches that the public do-

main cannot be disclassified by non-usage; it is only when the

domanial real property becomes unsuited to its purpose, incapable

of serving for the use of all, that, the function ceasing, the privileges

of domaniality cease with it. And the Council of State adds

further to this information the high authority of its jurisprudence.

" The question may then pass for settled, and it would have been

possible to act purely and simply under cover of the ordinance of

1835. The occasion appeared good, however, to repair an omis-

sion for which the authors of the law of April 8, 1898, were often

reproached, and to put a stop by a categorical declaration to the

doctrinal controversies to which certain formalistic minds have

devoted and might again devote themselves. Besides, the fact

must not be lost sight of that the establishment of power plants,

with their impounding dams, may in certain cases have the effect
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of diminishing the navigability or floatibility of a stream, and by

this very fact may give more bitterness to the controversy. Also

independently of modifications of greater or less importance which

subsequent decrees have introduced in the ordinance of 1835,

the public domain has been increased, at different times, by water

courses and canals constructed or repurchased, relative to which

no act recitfying the ordinance of 1835 has ofl&cially intervened.

" We are convinced that the state of navigability of water courses

described in the ordinance of 1835, in consequence of a very com-

plete and minute investigation, has undergone only insignificant

changes; in any case, the State has for more than seventy years

constantly administered as dependencies of the public domain all

water courses coming under this classification; it has collected

royalties of every sort (concessions for the use of water, farming

out of fishing rights, riparian rights, etc ); and never

has a protest from the owner of abutting property come to trouble

it in the enjoyment of its rights. The State appears then to have

grounds for considering that the provisions of Article 12 of the

draft, solely designed to safeguard the uncontested rights of the

community, cannot injure any private interest. We have none

the less on that account taken care, by excess of scruples, to con-

serve the situation of certain adjoining property owners (very

rare, assuredly, if they so much as exist) who might in good faith

have exercised on some streams whose navigability might have
varied since 1835, the rights which the law recognizes as belonging

to owners of land abutting water-courses not navigable or float-

able.

"To this end the last paragraph of Article 12 grants to the in-

terested parties the option of having established, within the in-

terval of one year after the passage of the law, the fact

that the present regulation of the water-course over which they

pretend to have rights no longer corresponds with the state of

affaiirs resulting from the provisions of the ordinance of 1835.

This period having expired, if no opposition has been produced,

or if the action entered by the interested parties has been decided

to be unfounded, the presumption of Article 12 will become final,

and this without indemnity for the abutting property owner.

Article ij.

"The new law—and this is the import of Article 13—does not
aim to be substituted for that of April 8, 1898, as far as relates to
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the fixing of domanial royalties. However, the administration,

in the elaboration of the new regulation which it is to prepare for

the application of Article 44 of the law of 1898, will proceed from

the proposed distinction between private plants and public plants.

These last may benefit by certain reductions in royalties in favor

of the part of their concession relating to public services. Further,

as the law of April 8, 1898,15 not applicable to the canals of the

public domain, it has seemed necessary to explicitly extend to

these last the provisions of Article 44, which fixes the principle of

the royalties to be paid to the treasury.

Articles 14 and i§.

"Article 14, which provides for the issuance of public adminis-

trative orders for the application of the law, and Article 15, a purely

formal clause, call for no comment.

"Such is, in its essential features, the draft of the law which

we have thought proper to submit to your consideration, with a

view to regulating in a manner as simple as possible the standing

in law of hydraulic plants established on canals and water courses

of the public domain.

"We count upon the co-operation of the Parliament to aid us

in realizing a legislative reform which cannot fail to contribute

in the most desirable fashion to the development of the hydro-

electric industries of our country."
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